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Welcome to the EHRI documentation pages. This documentation is intended for people working on the EHRI project
or using using related tools.
For general information about the EHRI project please go to:
• The EHRI Project Homepage
• The EHRI Portal
• The EHRI Document Blog
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CHAPTER

1

For EHRI staff and administrators:

1.1 Portal Administrator documentation
Documentation for users of the EHRI Portal:

1.1.1 Creating a profile on the EHRI portal
Before starting, please make sure you have agreed to the EHRI Data Policy by ticking the small box on the left hand
side of the window, and then clicking on "I Agree".

Once you have agreed to the EHRI Data policy, please click "Register" (top right), and register for the EHRI Portal by
filling in the required fields below.
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Tick the small square to the left of the Terms & Conditions at the bottom of the page and then click the "Register"
button.
Tips & tricks: You can also register with your Google, Windows, Facebook, Yahoo and OpenID account.

After registering, you will arrive at your "Profile Page" on the EHRI Portal. You can also sign into the EHRI Portal by
clicking on "Sign In" (top right) and filling in your email & the password you created in the previous step.

Please feel free to use the ‘Edit profile’ button. Beyond building a digital research infrastructure, the EHRI Project is
building a human network, and we would love to get to know you (including a profile picture if possible).
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Tips & tricks: The EHRI Portal is one of the most important outputs of the EHRI Project. Therefore, before starting
your work, give yourself a bit of time to explore and to learn more about other people in EHRI.

1.1.2 First look at the EHRI portal
The EHRI Portal is built around three major hierarchical elements: Countries, Archival Institutions, and Archival
Descriptions. For a short introduction, please see this video and online course https://training.ehri-project.eu/unit/7ehri-portal-manual.
In the next pages we will explain How to create Archival institutions, Archival Descriptions, Authority Records,
and Access Points, but first here is an additional introduction to the EHRI Portal.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Countries
Each country has a dedicated country report. To access this page just click on the country name:

Country reports provide information about the Holocaust history of and the archival situation in that country, as well as
a summary of EHRI’s research work conducted on the respective country so far and an extensive report of that work.
For more information about the structure, length and purpose of the country reports, please read the introduction to
the country reports on the EHRI website.
Below the country report, there is a search box for archival institutions situated within this country, as well as a
possibility to browse archival institutions in this country. You can further explore the archival descriptions within
these archival institutions.
Tips & tricks: We recommend you read all the information listed in the country report. However, if you are just
interested in a specific section of a country report, click on the section’s name under "Contents".
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Archival Institutions
The EHRI Portal provides information on archival institutions which hold Holocaust-related archival material.
One can find archival institutions using the general search box, search or browse the archival institutions under archival
institutions or access them via the search function underneath the country reports.
Archival Descriptions
The EHRI Portal provides Holocaust-related archival descriptions.
Archival descriptions can be searched through the general search box, searched or browsed via archival descriptions
or, if an archival institution has archival descriptions of its holdings on the EHRI Portal, these can be searched or
browsed below the description of the particular archive on its archival institution entry page in the EHRI Portal.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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1.1.3 Accessing the Portal Administration pages
Access to the Portal Administration pages must be granted by an existing EHRI administrator by pre-arrangement. If
you have arranged to become an administrator, first sign up to the portal, making sure to verify your email address by
clicking the link in the confirmation e-mail you’ll be sent (check your spam box if it doesn’t seem to arrive.) Then let
the EHRI admin know the name of your account.
Once they have checked your account and enable staff access you should see a link to the admin pages at the top of
the portal website.

1.1.4 How to Create Archival Institutions
In order to be able to work in the EHRI portal, you need to receive access to the admin pages (see Accessing the Portal
Administration pages.) This needs to be done by an EHRI project administrator (please contact by email). Once access
has been granted, you will see the additional words ‘Admin Site’ on the top- right of the Portal webpage.

When you click on “Admin site”, you will be directed to the work environment of the EHRI Portal.
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Tips & tricks: Work in the EHRI Portal, such as adding and editing content, is only possible through the EHRI Admin
site. Therefore, please make sure you click on the Admin site button. Please ensure that you see admin written after
.eu/ in the browser address line. https://portal.ehri-project.eu/admin allows you to perform your work in the portal.
Please note that except for when you decide to hide your description via ‘set visibility’ on the right-hand sight of the
page, all your work on the Admin page will immediately be reflected in the public version of the EHRI portal. If you are
curious to see what your work looks like ‘from the outside’, just remove admin/ in the browser, e.g. https://portal.ehriproject.eu/admin/institutions/us-005551. If your recent changes are not yet visible, please refresh the page. In order
to return to the work environment, simply type admin/ again after ‘.eu‘ and press enter.

Archival institutions can be created only in relation to a specific country. In order to add a new institution, click on
‘Country Reports’ on the top of the webpage:

Tips & tricks: You can change the way the portal displays items by clicking on one of the following sorting methods:
Relevance, ID/Code, Name, Recently Updated, Detail. Please feel free to explore all of these options and choose the
one which accommodates your current work best.

Search for the country in which you want to create an archival institution. In this example, we have decided to work
on Belgium.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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After you click on ‘Search’, you will see the link to the Belgium page, where you can see the Belgium Country Report,
as previously discussed. Click ‘Create institution’ on the right side of the page under ‘Actions’.

Tips & tricks: In order to quickly move from one country report to another, just replace the ISO Country Code at the
end of the address in your browser. See the examples below:
Belgium:

Italy:

Romania:
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Once you have clicked on ‘Create institution’, you will be redirected to a new page with empty
fields. The creation of a new archival institution involves filling out the following fields:
It is mandatory to provide:
• Identifier (this is automatically generated by the system);
• Authorized form of name;
• City;
• Country code;
• Website;
• Sources.
It is desirable to provide:
• Parallel names (to provide an English translation of a non-English language name of an institution you are
describing);
• Other names (to provide abbreviations, acronyms, historical names and other names);
• Address Name/Type;
• Contact person;
• Region;
• Post code;
• Street address;
• Email;
• Telephone;
• History;
• Records management and collecting policies;
• Archival and other holdings;
• Finding aids, guides and publication;
• Research services;
• Level of detail.
All the other fields are optional.
If available however, all information can be provided.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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You can fill out each of the fields by simply clicking on them. Moreover, if you click on the respective text field, an
explanation of the field function will be displayed.

Throughout the page you will encounter ready-to-fill-in fields, and plus-buttons +.
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Once you have clicked on the plus button, new ready-to-fill-in fields will open.

You
can create as many fields with the plus button as you need.

To save your description, click on ‘Create institution’ at the bottom of the page.

Tips & tricks: If you receive an error-message when trying to save your description, this may be caused by an open
field created by having clicked on a plus button. You will need to close the empty field indicated in red by clicking the
**X* to the right of the respective field.*

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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How to update Archival Institutions
Once an archival institution has been created, you can always update it by going to its entry
in the EHRI Portal and clicking on ‘Edit Item’.
Note: If you want to suggest the deletion of an institution, please contact info@ehri-project.eu.

You will be redirected to an editing page. Once you have finished, you can save your update by clicking on ‘Update
Institution’ at the bottom of the page.
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1.1.5 How to Create Archival Descriptions
Top-level archival descriptions
Before you start creating a Collection, please make sure you are working in your Admin profile. A good idea would
be to review the information and tips & tricks described earlier.
Collections are held by archival institutions, therefore you need to go to the respective archival institution’s page to
create an archival description. For this example, we have decided to work on Italy.
You can find the archival institution either by using the general search box, by using the search box at ‘Institutions’
(top of the webpage)...

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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. . . or by using the search box at the ‘Country Report’ page of the country:

Once you have identified the relevant archival institution, you can create a top-level archival description by clicking
on ‘Create Archival Description’. After which, you will be directed to an editing page.
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It is mandatory to provide:
• Identifier (call number provided by the archive);
• Language of description;
• Title;
• Date(s);
• Level of description;
• Extent and medium;
• Language(s) of Materials;
• Script(s) of Materials;
• Archivist’s notes.
Please note that adding the creator to the archival description is also mandatory. This, however, can only be
done after the archival description has been created: see below how to add a creator
It is desirable to provide:
• Biographical history;
• Archival history;
• Scope and content;
• Finding aids;
• Existence and location of originals;
• Existence and location of copies;
• Publication note.
All the other fields are optional.
If available however, all information can be provided.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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You can fill out each of the fields by simply clicking on them. Moreover, if you click on the respective text fields an
explanation of the field function will be displayed. Throughout the page you will encounter ready-to-fill-in fields and
plus-buttons. Once you have clicked on the plus button, new ready-to-fill-in fields will open.
You can create as many fields with the plus button as you need.
To save your description, click on ‘Create Archival Description’ at the bottom of the page.
Tips & tricks: If you receive an error message when trying to save your description, this may be caused by an open
field created by having clicked on a plus-button. You will need to close the empty field indicated in red by clicking the
X to the right of the respective field.
Child Items
The creation of child items allows you to create a hierarchical structure in your descriptions.
Child Items are held by a parent archival description, therefore you first have to go to the parent archival description
page to create a child item description. For this example, we will work on Romania.
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On the parent archival description page you have to click on ‘Create New Child Item’. You will be directed to an
editing page, with the same structure as the parent archival description page.

Now follow the steps described above under How to create Archival Descriptions.
How to Update Archival Descriptions
Once an archival description has been created, you can always update it by going to its entry
in the EHRI Portal and clicking on ‘Edit Item’.
Note: If you want to suggest the deletion of an item, please contact info@ehri-project.eu.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Once you have finished editing, you can save it by clicking on ‘Update Archival Description’ at the bottom of the
page.

How to Add Creators to Archival Descriptions
It is mandatory to add a creator to every archival description. The creator is the individual, group, or organization
that is responsible for the production, accumulation, or formation of the archival collection. Creators are saved under
‘Authority sets’.
The first thing to do is to verify whether you can already find the Creator under ‘Historical Agents’ (top of the page).
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Existing creators
If you find the creator you are looking for, go to the archival description page, and click on Actions > Manage
Access Points. The image below shows the child item ‘Schindler, Oskar’ of the parent item ‘Nachlässe’ held by the
Bundesarchiv, Koblenz.

Click on ’Add New’ under ’Creator(s)’ and a search box will appear. Start typing the name you wish to add in the
search box. Related terms will appear underneath the search box.

Select the appropriate name and click on it, then click on save.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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The relationship has been created.
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New Creators
If you did not find the creator you were looking for under Historical Agents, you will need to create it. To do so, go to
More > Authority sets:

If you click on the Authority sets button, you will be redirected to the following page:

For creators you create yourself, there are two options:
If the creator is an institution or an organization, click on EHRI Corporate Bodies.
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If the creator is a person or family, click on EHRI Personalities.

You will be redirected to the respective page. Click on the Create Authority button.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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You will be redirected to an editing page.
It is mandatory to provide:
• Identifier (this is automatically generated by the system);
• Language of description;
• Authority type;
• Authorized form of name;
• Sources.
It is desirable to provide:
• Parallel names (to provide an English translation of a non-English language name of an institution you are
describing);
• Other names (to provide abbreviations, acronyms, historical names and other names);
• History.
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To create the relationship between the Archival Description and its Creator you follow the same steps as in the first
scenario.
How to link to other/further keywords (names, subject, places and genre)
You have the possibility to add further keywords to your archival description. Keywords can include names (people,
families and corporate bodies), subjects, places and genre.
In our example, the archive being described is located in Italy.
Go to the archival description to which you wish to add keywords. Go to Actions > Manage Access Points.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Click on Manage Access Points, and you will be redirected to the following page. We will continue our example
by adding a ‘Subject’. Start typing the Subject you wish to add in the empty text-box: available values will appear
automatically.
There are two options:
Existing keywords
If you find the desired value, in our example ‘Jewish emigration’...

Select it, and click on the Save button.
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Your relationship has been created and is visible at the bottom of the Archival description page.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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New keywords
If you did not find the Subject you were looking for in the pop-up list, enter it as plain text and
click on the green ‘plus’ button.

Then click on the Save button.
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Your relationship has been created and is visible at the bottom of the Archival description page.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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1.1.6 How to create Connections between Originals and Copies
In the EHRI Portal we can create links between the archival institutions which hold the original archival units and the
archival institutions which hold copies of the original archival unit.
Four types of connections between copies and originals can be created:
• Original archival unit – Copy archival unit;
• Original archival institution – Copy archival institution;
• Original archival institution – Copy archival unit;
• Original archival unit – Copy archival institution.
Before you start creating connections, please make sure you are working in your Admin profile. A good idea would
be to review the information and tips & tricks described earlier.
Original archival unit – Copy archival unit
For our first type of connection we will work on linking an original archival unit held in Warsaw, Poland with a copy
collection held in Vilnius, Lithuania.
Once you have identified the copy archival unit you want to connect, go to Actions > Link to another item.

Click on the ‘Link to another item’ button. In the opened window, search for the original archival description with
which you want to create a link. Once you have found it, click on the ‘Create Copy Link’ button:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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A new page will open. Click on the ‘Create Relationship’ button:
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Your Original archival unit – Copy archival unit was created, and you can see this at the bottom of the page:

Original archival institution – Copy archival institution
For our second type of connection we will work on linking an Original archival institution to a Copy archival institution. In our example, both institutions are located in France.
Once you have identified the copy archival institution you want to connect, go to Actions > Link to an Institution:
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Click on the ‘Link to an Institution’ button. In the opened window search for the Original archival institution with
which you want to perform the linking. Once you have found it, click on the Create copy link button:

A new page will open. Click on the ‘Create Relationship’ button:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Your Original archival institution – Copy archival institution link has been created and is visible at the bottom of the
page:

Original archival institution – Copy archival unit
For our third type of connection we will work on linking a Copy Archival Unit located in the USA to an Original
archival institution located in France.
Once you have identified the Copy archival unit you want to connect, go to Actions > Link to an Institution:
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Click on the ‘Link to an Institution button’. In the opened window, search for the Original archival institution with
which you wish to create a link. Once you have found it, click on the ‘Create Copy Link’ button:

A new page will open. Click on the ‘Create Relationship’ button:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Your Original archival institution - Copy archival unit link has been created and is visible at the bottom of the page.

Original archival unit – Copy archival institution
For our fourth type of connection we will work on linking an original archival unit to a copy archival institution. In
our example, both of them are located in Romania.
Once you have identified the Copy archival institution you want to link, go to Actions > Link to an Archival Description:
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Click on the ‘Link to an Archival Description’ button. In the opened window, search for the Original archival unit with
which you want to perform the linking. Once you have found it, click on the ‘Create Copy Link’ button:

A new page will open. Click on the ‘Create Relationship’ button:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Your Copy archival institution – Original archival unit link has been created and is visible at the bottom of the page:

1.1.7 Managing Users
Users are managed by from users page on the admin site.
Enabling Staff access
For someone to access the portal data management pages they must have an active staff account. To grant someone
access, you must first be a "super user" (if not, speak to someone who is.) Then, make sure the user to whom you want
to grant access has signed up to the portal in the normal way via the registration page.
Next, find their account and choose "Update User" from the sidebar actions:
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Finally, in the following screen, check the "staff" box (making sure that the "active" box is also checked.)

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Note: if the user has not yet verified their email address but you know it’s valid, there’s an additional option to verify
them manually.

1.1.8 Managing Groups
Groups in the EHRI portal admin provide a way to give users role-based permissions. Permissions granted to a group
will be inherited by all users who belong to it. Groups can also belong to other groups, so access to certain functionality
can be tiered.
Creating Groups
Groups can only be created by EHRI super-users (those belonging to the admin group.) Super-users will have the
option to create new groups on the right-hand-size of the groups page:
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The form to create a new group contains the following options:

Identifier A short lowercase one-word identifier to distinguish the group, for example: "wp9". This must be unique
within the system.
Name The name of the group.
Description A textual description of the purpose of the group.
Group Members If you know the users who should belong to this group in advance you can select them here.
Additionally, you can choose to add a message to the audit log so people know why you created this group. If you
don’t have anything to add, just leave it blank.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Adding Users to Groups
To add a user to a group find their account on the Users page. Then visit "Manage Groups" item from the actions
menu:

Then, select the group to which you want to add them from the list.
Managing Group Permissions
NB: For background on the EHRI admin permission system, see the Understanding Permissions page.
There are several classes of permission in the EHRI portal’s administration system:
Global Allows groups (or individual users) to manage entire classes of item, e.g. archival units or repositories.
Item Level Allows groups (or users) to manage individual items, e.g. a single repository.
Scoped Allows groups to manage a class of items within a particular scope, e.g. archival units within a specific
repository.
In practice these different types of permissions are often combined. A common case is a group that represents users
who are associated with a particular repository/institution. In this case the group might typically be given item level
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permission to update the repository’s description, and scoped permissions to create, update, or delete archival descriptions owned by that repository.
Item Level Permissions
To set item-specific permissions for a group on a particular item, first find the item itself. Then click "Manage Permissions" on the actions sidebar:

On the next page, click the "Item Level Permissions" link:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Then, from the list of groups and users, select the group or user to which these item-level permissions will apply.
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Finally, select the actual permissions, for example: update, to allow users belonging to the given group to update this
item:

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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You can opt to leave a log message explaining what you’re doing, or just hit "Update Permissions".
Scoped Permissions
The process for updating scoped permissions is the same:
1. Find the subject item
2. Click "Manage Permissions"
3. Choose "Scoped Permissions"
4. Select the group (or user) to whom the permissions apply
5. Check the individual permissions you want to grant
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The final screen, to select the individual permissions looks slightly different because it shows you that the permissions
in question (create, update, delete etc) apply not to the item you’re currently managing, but to items of a different type
in the subject item’s scope.

1.1.9 Understanding Permissions
A large amount of the functionality of the EHRI backend concerns setting, enforcing, and validating permissions for
what a given user or group of users are allowed to do to certain items in the database. Due to certain inescapable
requirements, these functionalities ended up being quite complex. This document is intended to explain how and why
the permission system works the way it does. First, some terminology:
content type A type of first-class "thing" within the DB, e.g. a documentary unit, a repository, a vocabulary, etc. For
all intents and purposes, a content type is any type of item that can have permissions attached to it. Each content
type has a concrete manifestation in the form of a node within the DB.
permission type Some way in which a user can interact with an item to somehow affect its representation, e.g. "create", "update", "delete", "annotate". The "owner" permission type is a special case that encompasses "create",
"update", "delete", and "annotate".
target Something which can have permissions attached to it, e.g. a content type item, or the content type node,
representing all items of that type.
scope A content type item which defines the limits to which some permision(s) may be applied (see below).
grant An assertion that a user can perform an action on a target, with an optional scope.

1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Use Cases
Examples of high-level use cases are:
• Users of the portal can create annotations for items in the database and links between pairs of items, and only
the creator of the annotations and links are allowed to edit them. Making annotations and links public is not by
default available to normal users.
• Employees of a particular archive are the only people allowed to make annotations and links involving the
descriptions of their fonds public. This ensures only people with direct access to the original description can
allow these annotations.
• A specific controlled vocabulary is set to only be edited by a group of domain specialists, and only during their
involvement in the project.
Different Grant Types
There are five grant types, i.e. types of actions that a user can perform within the permission scope when the user was
granted a particular permission granted.
create the privilege of creating new items of a type within a permission scope
update the privilege of altering existing items of a type within a permission scope
delete the privilege of removing existing items of a type within a permission scope
annotate the privilege of using an existing item as a target in an annotation
owner a meta-grant that includes create, update, delete and annotate
grant the privilege to manage permissions of users and groups within a certain permission scope
promote the privilege of promoting and demoting annotations and links within a certain permission scope
Permission Scopes
There are type-specific behaviours that concern the permission scope, corresponding to how we apply permissions to
a given hierarchy. For documentary units the permission scope is the repository at the top level, and the parent doc
unit for child items. It does two things:
• It allows you to say that person X can have permission Y on everything which has (directly or by inheritance) a
particular "thing" as its scope.
• It determines how IDs are generated for hierarchical entities
When a user wants to do something to a particular item, the permission system traverses "up" the hasPermissionScope
hierarchy looking for a permission grant which allows them to do that thing.
For doc units, which form a directed graph, the permission scope is always the parent item or (if top level) the
repository. For concepts in a vocabulary, the permission scope is always the vocabulary, because they can have
multiple "parent" (broader term) items, or none at all.
The permission scope is a generic structure for everything where we want to apply hierarchical permissions. So
basically:
• permission scope = de-facto generic representation of a hierarchy
• childOf, inAuthoritativeSet, hasBroaderTerm etc = type-specific hierarchy representations
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1.1.10 Managing XML Datasets for Ingest
This documentation describes EHRI’s tools for managing, transforming and ingesting XML collection descriptions.
In a nutshell, it allows administrators to:
• manually upload or harvest XML files
• validate XML against EHRI’s EAD schema
• transform arbitrary XML to EAD using either XSLT or tabular XQuery mappings
• ingest the resulting EAD into the EHRI portal
• perform cleanup actions to keep the EHRI portal in sync with third-party datasets

1.1.11 Accessing the EAD Manager
The EAD Manager can be accessed via the "Ingest" section on the institutions admin page.

1.1.12 Overview of the EAD Manager
The EAD Manager home page has four tabs:
Datasets
The first thing to do when visiting the EAD Manager is to create a new dataset. A dataset is a set of XML files that
come from the same place and are processed in the same way. Although an institution could just have one dataset
representing its files, there are several reasons why multiple datasets might be more appropriate:
• there are a large number of files, for example, over 1,000. Large batches can take a long time to process or to
ingest into the portal so it is good practice to split them up info more manageable chunks numbering, say, at
most a few hundred files apiece (or fewer if the files themselves are very large.)
• the files arrive in different batches at different times.
• the files represent distinct parts of an institutions holdings.
• the files require processing in a different way.
• the files come from a different source, e.g. one set is harvested via OAI-PMH and another uploaded manually.
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A new dataset requires an identifier that can only consist of lower-case characters, numbers and underscores. Except
for these restrictions it is arbitrary, but cannot be changed later.
The dataset name is also arbitrary but can be changed later, as can the type. Notes can be used to detail the source of
the files for future reference.
The dataset type sets where the input files come from:
Uploads The files will be uploaded by the user from their local computer
OAI-PMH The files will be harvested from an OAI-PMH endpoint
ResourceSync The files will be downloaded via an OAI ResourceSync capability list URL
There are some other parameters on the dataset form that can normally be left alone:
Fonds ID This tells the importer that the dataset should be imported into one specific top-level documentary unit
rather than the institution. Typically this would be used with datasets consisting of a single EAD.
Synchronise fonds with dataset In conjunction with the fonds ID, this tells the importer to remove any documentary units not represented in the import set and attempt to synchronise any user-generated data. This would
typically be used when a fonds has undergone a large reorganisation necessitating the removal of many units.
Synchronisation only works when an institution has unique identifiers that are consistent before and after import.
Content-Type Override By default it is assumed that datasets are XML data with a UTF-8 character set, or "text/xml;
charset=utf-8" in internet media-type parlance. When dealing with a dataset that is not encoded as UTF-8
however a valid internet media type value can be used instead, e.g. "text/xml; charset=iso-8859-1". UTF-8
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is preferred since it handles a much wider range of characters. Encoding issues usually reveal themselves as
non-ASCII characters with diacritics such as umlauts being garbled.
Status By default datasets are active, meaning they contain live data, but they can also be put on hold or inactive to
communicate that action is deferred or that the data exists for historical reference only.
Notes Notes can be used to add any other relevant information about the dataset contents.
The dataset view
Once a new dataset has been created the dataset UI is shown.

The dataset UI has three tabs:
Tab 1: Inputs: Harvested Data or Uploads (depending on the dataset type) The first tab shows an (initially
empty) list of input files, either harvested or uploaded manually.
Tab 2: Transformation Where XSLT or XPath transformations can be managed, created and applied to either harvested or uploaded files.
Tab 3: Ingest An (initially-empty) list of files generated by applying transformations to the input files. These would
typically be valid EHRI-profile EAD XML which can be ingested into the portal database.
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The Inputs
The input tab shows a list of "raw", untransformed input files.

When clicking on an item in the file list the contents will be shown in the preview pane. Note: large files will be
truncated. The preview will automatically validate the file’s contents against EHRI’s EAD schema and errors will be
shown along with the contents.
How files get into the inputs tab depends on the type of dataset you selected:
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Uploading Files

For upload datasets the source tab shows an "Upload Files..." button. You can also drag-and-drop files onto the list
pane to upload them to the system.
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OAI-PMH Harvesting

To harvest files via OAI-PMH click on the "Harvest Files..." button and fill in the three fields required to describe the
endpoint. These are:
OAI-PMH endpoint URL The address of the OAI-PMH server, without any parameters.
OAI-PMH metadata format The metadata format of the files to fetch, for example "ead" or "oai_dc".
OAI-PMH set An optional set specification, if required.
Clicking the "Test Endpoint" button with the parameters provided will check the endpoint exists and supports the right
data formats etc. Then, clicking the "Harvest Endpoint" button will attempt to fetch the files.
Fetched files are displayed in a table and can be previewed, validated, deleted or downloaded.
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ResourceSync

At present, fetching files via ResourceSync requires knowing the URL of the capabilitylist.xml document that, in
turn, contains links to the actual file URLs. It is not sufficient to put the URL of the general ResourceSync directory
containing the root sitemap (this might be changed in future.)
To obtain files via ResourceSync click on the "Sync Files..." button and put in the URL of the capabilitylist.xml. To
perform selective syncing via the files’ paths you can also add a regular expression filter. If the filter is present it’s
URL must match to be included in the sync.
Clicking the "Test Endpoint" button with the parameters provided will check the endpoint exists and supports the right
data formats etc. Then, clicking the "Sync Endpoint" button will attempt to fetch the files.
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Data Transformation or Enhancement

The transformations tab lists the set of available transformations. A "conversion pipeline" can be configured by
dragging zero or more transformations from the available set, which will then be applied serially, with the output
from one operation being the input to the next. If a file is selected from the preview list the preview window in the
bottom pane will display the result of the enabled transformations or, if no transformations are active, the selected file
unchanged.
Once a set of transformations has been enabled it can be run on the contents of either the Harvest or Upload stages by
clicking the "Convert Files..." button and selecting one or both stages as an input.
Note: if the source files do not require any transformation the convert button will simply copy them to the ingest
workspace unchanged.
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Editing transformations or creating new ones

Clicking the edit button on a transformation opens the transformation editor. This consists of three panes:
The top pane This is where the XSLT or XQuery mapping list can be edited
Bottom left pane This shows the input file selected from the preview list
Bottom right pane This shows the input file with the transformation applied
Once a transformation has been edited to your satisfaction the Save button will update it.
XSLT
XSLT transformations must be complete XSLT 2.0 stylesheets, and are best suited to making small changes to documents. A minimal example that adds the EAD namespace attribute value urn:isbn:1=931666 would be:
<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:output indent="yes"/>
<xsl:template match="@*|node()">
<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="*" priority="1">
<xsl:element name="{local-name()}" namespace="urn:isbn:1-931666-22-9">
<xsl:namespace name="xlink" select="'http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink'"/>
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

XQuery Mappings
XQuery transformations consist of a list of mappings from the source document to the transformed output. They are
best suited to building completely new EAD documents from arbitrary input XML.
See the XQuery Mapping documentation for more details.
TIPS:
To paste a complete set of XQuery mappings from tab-separated values, switch the editor to XSLT mode, paste the
TSV (including headers) and then switch back to XQuery mode. If the TSV was well formed things should look as
expected.
Transformation Parameters
If a transformation has the parameters field checked it means that a set of values will be provided to the transformer
at conversion time. For example, if an XSLT script includes the following parameter:
<xsl:param name="some-param" select="'some-value'" />

This parameter can be set for a given dataset by providing a JSON dictionary that includes a field named some-param
with a string value (though values don’t have to be strings: xsd:number and xsd:boolean are also supported.)
For example, to set the value to "another-value" provide the following JSON:
{
"some-param": "another-value"
}

Why JSON? The conversion API uses JSON so sending parameters as JSON provides a way to ensure their format is
valid. JSON also provides a succinct way of typing scalar values like strings, number and booleans.
Transformation parameters work differently for XQuery mappings where they instead provide the ability to let the
interpreter know about additional XML namespace prefixes that are in use in the source document.
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Ingest

The ingest tab shows the files resulting from applying zero or more transformations to the harvest or upload file stages.
Here, once again, files can be previewed, validated, deleted or downloaded.
Clicking the "Ingest Files..." button will open the ingest parameters window to import data into the portal. These
parameters currently consist of:
Allow updates check this option if you expect the ingested EAD to modify existing database items. If left unchecked
the import will report an error if an item is updated.
Tolerant allows individual files in a batch to have validation errors without the whole batch failing.
Use source file ID if checked an EAD will only update an existing description if both the language and source file
ID (derived from the EAD ID) match. This provides the ability to import multiple descriptions in the same
language, providing the source file ID differs. The default behaviour is to update existing descriptions that
match the language of the files being ingested and ignore the source file ID.
Properties File this allows uploading a properties file which can control how EAD fields map to portal internal
database fields. This should only be used for compatibility with legacy data.
Log message a log message to be associated with the ingest operation.
Commit actually commits the changes to the database. If left unchecked (the default) the ingest is effectively a
dry-run.
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Content Snapshots
Content snapshots assist with synchronising data with a remote source, typically another archival institution. While
mechanisms for communicating removal of previously-existing material does exist in protocols such as OAI-PMH
or ResourceSync, these are often unsupported in practice, and for non-harvested data these are obviously no help.
Snapshots allow comparing the state of the data in the EHRI portal belonging to an institution before and after a set of
import operations and can automatically suggest cleanup actions based on the results.
Snapshot cleanup is dangerous and should only be used with manual verification of the actions to be performed!
A content snapshot is essentially a list of portal identifiers and their corresponding local (indigenous) identifiers for all
the material held by a given institution at a point in time:

Portal identifier
gb-003348-1
gb-003348-2
...
gb-003348-500

Table 1: Content Snapshot example
Local identifier
1
2
...
500

The idea is to take a snapshot, perform a sequence of import operations that span the full range of material in an
institution, and then compare the before and after states to determine what needs to be deleted or where redirects need
to be created for items that have moved.
Creating a snapshot
To create a new snapshot simply click the Create Snapshot button and provide a brief description. The description
might state that the snapshot is prior to a particular set of imports about to be done.
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Selecting a snapshot
Selecting a snapshot from the list allows you to perform cleanup actions.
Note: this is dangerous!
Cleanup consists of:
• Creation of redirects for moved items
• Deletion of defunct items
Detection of moved items will only be accurate of an institution has fully unique local identifiers, i.e. identifiers that
only occur once within the full span of an institutions holdings, and are not re-used for items that exist within different
collections. If this is not the case then detection of moved items will likely give inaccurate or misleading results.
Defunct items are assumed to be those which have not been imported since the creation of the snapshot. If any items
are manually managed, or created by datasets not yet imported, these will be wrongly suggested for deletion.
Summary: don’t use cleanup without manually sanity-checking the actions it suggests.
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Coreference Table
When we import material from third-party institutions it is not normally the case that their index terms (or "access
points": people, places, subjects, etc) are the same as — or align with — EHRI’s controlled vocabularies. As a result,
when we import an EAD file the list of index terms in the archival descriptions are typically not clickable, because we
don’t know that the terms actually refer to an authoritative term in the EHRI portal.
Because non-navigable index terms aren’t very useful (except for search indexing) EHRI has in the past manually
created links between a particular text phrase that an institution uses, for example "Hans Adler", and a record in the
EHRI portal, in this case the person authority record Hans Adler.
In specific terms this means that for data from institution X the index term string Y refers to EHRI portal entity Z. For
each institution we therefore end up with a table that looks like this:

Index term text
Jewish Refugees Committee
Socialism
...
Propaganda

Table 2: Coreference table example
EHRI entity ID
ehri_terms-101
ehri_terms-1010
...
ehri_terms-986

Making these connections is one thing but they do not, currently, get automatically applied whenever new material is
imported from a particular institution. For now, when we import or updated material we have to save the coreference
table beforehand and re-apply it after import to ensure that new instances of terms for which we have a connection end
up with a clickable link as well. This process may get more automated in future.
There are currently two buttons:
Save Coreference Table Analyses access points for existing items belonging to the current institution and records
any references to EHRI entities. This should be run prior to an import but is safe to run at any time since it will
not result in duplicate entries being added to the table.
Import Coreference Table Finds unconnected access points that are in the coreference table and connects them to
the relevant EHRI entity. This should be run after an import but is also safe to run at any time since it will not
create duplicate links.
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Import Logs
Import logs are what they sound like: records of when data was imported and what changed. By default no-op imports,
which did not result in any new or updated items, are not shown.
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For common cases you’ll only have to use the Datasets tab. See here for info about transformation datasets via XSLT
or XQuery.
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1.1.13 Editing Vocabulary Concepts
While vocabulary terms (or "concepts", in SKOS parlance) can be edited using a form-based interface much like
archival descriptions, a faster and more convenient interactive interface is available that makes it easier to understand
the structure of an entire vocabulary. To access the concept editor, navigate to a vocabulary in the portal admin and
select the "Concept Editor" link from the right-hand-side menu:
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The concept editor consists of two panes. On the left-hand-side is a list of all the concepts in the vocabulary. The pane
on the right shows information about the currently-selected concept (or a new concept).
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You can filter the list by searching in the box at the top, and also select which language is used to display the labels (if
more than one language is present).
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Properties for a selected concept can be edited on the RHS pane. Some properties, such as the URL, and where
applicable, geospatial attributes, apply to a concept as a whole. Other properties such as preferred labels, alternative
labels, definitions and scope notes are language-specific. NOTE: make sure you click "Save Concept" after editing
the fields. You can revert unsaved changes using the "Reset" button.
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The only relationships that can be edited are a concepts broader terms (you cannot, for instance, add narrower terms
to an item, but since broader and narrower are effectively the same, just the inverse of each other, the same thing can
be achieved using broader terms.) To add a broader term, start typing its label in the relationship filter box and select
the desired item. NOTE: make sure you click "Save Concepts Relationships" after adding or removing broader terms
from the list.
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Concepts can be deleted via the "Delete" tab, which will require you to check a confirmation box.

1.1.14 SKOS Ingest
Users with the administrator permissions can update a vocabulary by importing a RDF-XML SKOS file. On the right
hand side of the vocabulary page you’ll see this section of the sidebar:

That will lead to the following form:
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The options on this form are as follows:
Allow Item Updates Checking this box shows intent that the data to be ingested could update items already in the
database.
Tolerant This will prevent the ingest task aborting if there are individial validation errors during the process. Leave
this unchecked unless you really know what the validation errors are and that they can be safely ignored.
BASE URI The common prefix of the URI shared by items in this vocabulary. For example, if an item URI
was http://test.example.com/123/ with the item-unique part being 123, the base URI would be
http://test/example.com/.
URI Suffix The common URI suffix shared by items in this vocabulary. For example, if an item URI was http://
test.example.com/123/ with the item-unique part being 123, the suffix would be /. Leave this empty
if there is no suffix.
Log Message A mandatory message providing the context of this data import (where the data came from, etc.)
Data File The actual SKOS payload, as RDF-XML.
Commit Ingest Without this box checked the importer will work in dry-run mode, and not actually commit any
changes to the database. This is very useful if you want to validate its behaviour, and at least one dry-run should
be made.
On clicking submit the payload file will upload and in due course you should start to see some progress messages
appear, like the following:
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Finished uploading data...
Initialising ingest for job: 5124c9ae-4f2a-4db3-bf3c-2cdffcdc8fc0...
Ingesting... |
Ingesting... /
Ingesting... Ingesting... \
Ingesting... |
Data: created: 0, updated: 913, unchanged: 0, errors: 0
Task was a dry run so not proceeding to reindex
Uploading log...
Log stored at https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ehri-data/ingest-logs%2Fingest˓→20180731102737-3f2acd2b-abc4-4411-8d07-12345678.json
Done

1.1.15 EAD Ingest
Note: this method of importing EAD is deprecated in favour of using the EAD Manager.
EHRI administrators can ingest EAD into the portal via a web interface. Behind the scenes the process is the same as
that documented in the backend ingest section but using the web interface does more, as described below.
First, you need to find the item you’re importing into. This is known as the scope in EHRI lingo. For example,
institutions and top-level archival units are both valid scopes for EAD import. There are two modes for EAD ingest:
Standard The usual EAD ingest mode which will create new items or update existing items.
Sync Mode This will synchronise the contents of the repository or archival unit to match the data being ingested.
Obviously this is a sharp tool since it will delete existing items from the DB unless they’re present in the EAD
you’re importing. Sync mode will also detect items that have moved from one place in the archival hierarchy to
another (e.g. via the insertion of intermediate organisational levels) and repoint user-generated content referring
to the old items, and creates 301 (moved permanently) redirects for the old items.
Note: when ingesting into a top-level archival unit, sync mode is the only one available, and also depends on the
archive in question having unique identifiers for each archival unit. If they don’t, it’s not possible to safely perform
the ingest.
One the ingest scope page you’ll see this section of the sidebar:

That will lead to the following form:
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The options on this form are as follows:
Allow Item Updates Checking this box shows intent that the data to be ingested could update items already in the
database.
Tolerant This will prevent the ingest task aborting if there are individial validation errors during the process. Leave
this unchecked unless you really know what the validation errors are and that they can be safely ignored.
Handler Class If a custom XML handler has been written for this data, specify its class name here.
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Importer Class If a custom XML importer has been written for this data, specify its class name here.
Import Properties If this data requires custom property mappings, attach the properties file here.
Excluded IDs If a scope is being synchronised by you want to exclude some specific items (for example, items that
were created manually and not derived from EAD) specify the item IDs to be excluded here, one per line.
Log Message A mandatory message providing the context of this data import (where the data came from, etc.)
Data File The actual EAD payload, consisting of either a single EAD XML file or a GZipped archive containing
multiple EADs.
Commit Ingest Without this box checked the importer will work in dry-run mode, and not actually commit any
changes to the database. This is very useful if you want to validate its behaviour, and at least one dry-run should
be made.
On clicking submit the payload file will upload and in due course you should start to see some progress messages
appear, like the following:
Finished uploading data...
Initialising ingest for job: 5124c9ae-4f2a-4db3-bf3c-2cdffcdc8fc0...
Ingesting... |
Ingesting... /
Ingesting... Ingesting... \
Ingesting... |
Received a valid sync manifest...
Data: created: 12338, updated: 30698, unchanged: 0, errors: 0
Task was a dry run so not proceeding to reindex
Uploading log...
Ingesting... /
Sync: moved: 456, new: 11882, deleted: 2371
Task was a dry run so not creating redirects
Log stored at https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ehri-data/ingest-logs%2Fingest˓→20180208150649-5124c9ae-4f2a-4db3-bf3c-2cdffcdc8fc0.json
Done

Dry run mode will store a log for you to examine, but will not create 301 redirects if any items were moved in the sync
process.

1.1.16 Superuser Administration Tools
Superusers will have a number of extra database administration tools available to them in the ’More...’ section of the
EHRI admin menu. BEWARE: these are often dangerous if not used with due consideration!
Database Queries
Database queries are Cypher queries that can be saved in order to produce a particular type of tabular data on demand,
with the results available as JSON, TSV, or CSV.
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Viewing the query as HTML will show you the results and allow you to download them in other formats.
Refresh Search Index
While most of the time the frontend app keeps the search index in sync with the database, it’s sometimes necessary to
do this manually. Especially when, for example, you tinker with the database outside of the app, which does happen
from time to time. At the time of writing, rebuilding the search index from a clean slate takes about 10-15 minutes, but
refreshing individual data types (e.g. repositories or links) is much quicker. The "Refresh Search Index" page provides
an interface that allows you to rebuild specific data types, or the whole index if necessary.
There are a few options on this page:
Clear Entire Index First This will delete everything from the search index. Don’t check this unless you really was
to rebuild from scratch
Clear Each Type First This will delete all items of corresponding data types from the index. This is useful if you
think there is leftover data or orphaned items and can often be good practice to keep things clean. Beware
though, if you check this people will not be able to search for items of that type while they are reindexing (i.e.
the delete and reindex operations are not transactional.)
Types to Update A list of data types to reindex, check those that apply.
Find and Replace
Find and Replace allows you to replace known property values for a specific item type with some other value. This is
a potentially dangerous tool and should be used with care. You also need to know something about the database
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schema to use it effectively, but it is useful doing behind-the-scenes corrections on a lot of items, for example, fixing
broken URL references.
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The form has a number of options:
1.1. Portal Administrator documentation
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Item type Select the database name of the content type you want to alter
Sub-type Select the component (or subordinate) type of the database node to operate on, or the content type if they
are the same
Property Type the name of the subtype’s property to search
Text to find The text to match
Replacement text The replacement text
Log message Explain (for the audit log) why this change took place
Once you click the "Find" button the database will be searched for matching candidates. This may take some time if
you’re searching a populous item type (reason: it does a full iteration rather than an index lookup.) Items matching
the text to find will be listed below. Check this looks how you’d expect. Then click the "Replace [num-found] values"
button to commit the change.
Note: you can only change up to 100 values at a time.
Regenerate Item IDs
The database-wide ID of EHRI items is, for hierarchical items like documentary units, based on its local identifier
property, combined with the local identifiers of it parent items. Sometimes, however, people change the local identifiers, which makes the database wide ID and local identifier go out of sync. The main harmful consequence of this is
that people could create items with duplicate local identifiers within the same scope, but this actually isn’t very likely
so we don’t currently do anything to prevent it.
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Regenerating IDs recalculates what the item’s ID should be based on its hierarchy. You can choose to do this for a
type of item or items within a particular scope.
There is also an Ignore Collisions option, which requires some explanation...
It is possible for regenerated IDs, which should be unique, to collide with existing items depending on the order that
they are calculated.
For example, if item a1 has been renamed to a2 and item a2 renamed to a3, a2 must be renamed first or the new ID
for a1 will collide with it. The ID regenerator is not smart enough to figure this out so it will simply complain about
the collision.
If, however, we ignore any items that would result in collisions if renamed, in this example a1, then item a2 will be
renamed to a3 and the second time we run ID regeneration the collision problem will go away because the old a2
item will have previously been renamed. a1 can then be renamed to a2 without causing a collision.
This scenario is surprisingly common if archivists mistakenly give items the wrong local identifiers and then change
them later.
Clicking Scan Items will detect items that require ID regeneration. When it finishes (and scanning a large number
of items can take some time) you will be presented with a screen that allows you to select or deselect any items to
rename.
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Path Prefix
There is an additional option called the path prefix which is required. This is consists of the part of the item’s URL
path before its identifier. For example, the URL path of a public documentary unit item is /units/{ID} and its
admin page /admin/units/{ID}. The path prefixes are therefore /units/ and /admin/units/. So the
value that needs to go in the path prefix box is /units/,/admin/units/.
Sorry this is all so complicated.
You can them commit the changes to the database and 301 moved-permanently redirects will be generated for the old
item URLs based on the given path prefix.
Rename Local Identifiers
This allows for a bulk renaming of item local identifiers, regeneration of the global IDs, and generation of 301 redirects.
The form requires a CSV file with no headers and two columns consisting of:
1. the item’s current global ID
2. the item’s new local identifier
The path prefix option is the same as described above.
Reparent Items
This allows for bulk moving of items from one scope (parent) to another. The form requires a CSV file with no headers
and two columns consisting of:
1. the item’s current global ID
2. the global ID of the item’s new scope
The path prefix option is the same as described above.
Batch Delete Items
This form allows bulk deleting items. Obviously it should be used with great care and in rare circumstances!
Options:
Item scope If the items share a scope, provide its global ID here
Create pre-delete version In some cases you’ll want to create a version of the item recording it’s pre-delete state. In
other cases, e.g. correcting items that should never have existed in the first, you won’t.
Log message An explanation for why you’re deleting these items.
IDs Paste the IDs of the items to be deleted here, one per line. If you put too many IDs here it will complain about
the form entity size, so there’s a limit to how many can be deleted at once.
Commit changes This confirms you actually want to go ahead with the delete operation.

1.1.17 Use-Cases
Below are some typical use-cases for administration tasks:
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Allow a user to manage a single repository and its data
In this case you want to allow a particular person to manage both the description of a repository and archival descriptions which it holds. For safely, we don’t want to let the user delete the repository, or inadvertently create archival
descriptions elsewhere.
The steps are as follows:
1. Get the user access to the admin pages.
2. Create a new group for users who manage the given repository.
3. Add the user to the new group.
4. Set item-level permissions on the given repository so that the new group can update it, but not delete it.
5. Set scoped permissions on the repository so that the new group can create, update, and delete Documentary Unit
items within it.
Note: in this case it’s perfectly possible to assign the item-level and scoped permissions directly to the user rather than
to a new group that might only have one member. Creating a group is preferable however for the following reasons:
• permissions can be revoked by simply deleting the group.
• it’s clearer to other administrators that a repository is managed by specific people if there’s a group for the
purpose.
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2

For users of the Omeka-based TEI digital edition platform

2.1 EHRI Digital Editions - Documentation
A key goal of the EHRI online editions platform is to develop annotated online editions of documents as a new way
of presenting digital archival content. The editions are facilitated by new EHRI tools for digital editing and use and
improve upon the EHRI vocabularies and descriptions to generate contextual information displayed to users.
Compared to analogue editions, the freely accessible online editions enable new research approaches and a different
reading of the documents. Through metadata-tagging and geo-referencing, the editions do not exclusively follow
thematic or chronological patterns; they are searchable and filtered for specific thematic or spatial interests at any
time and are contextualised through interactive maps. EHRI platform hopes to support and possibly host third party
projects.
Contents:

2.1.1 Editorial Process
The EHRI set of tools was designed, based on real experience and established standards, to support the full editorial
process in preparation of digital (online) editions. The particular goals included specification for coding of references
to EHRI controlled vocabularies and collection descriptions in document texts, as well as development of a user
interface which would allow for publication of the documents along with search capability and projection of the
documents on map.
The requirements for the EHRI editions software were driven by the real-world editorial process starting once the
relevant documents have been selected, transcribed and (where applicable) translated. The process, as applied in
EHRI, consists of the following steps:
1) Annotation using controlled vocabularies: EHRI editions put emphasis on using links to established controlled vocabularies (EHRI for Holocaust-related entities; Geonames for geographic information, etc.) as
much as possible. The annotation of documents, a core element in every documentary edition, therefore
should primarily consist of tagging words or expressions in texts and linking them to controlled vocabularies. Practically, the annotation of documents was done in common text editors, for instance in Google
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Docs; the identified entities were tagged as links whereby URLs served as unique identifiers in the respective vocabularies.
2) Conversions to TEI and enriching TEI headers Once annotation and text editing is finalised, the documents
are converted to the TEI XML format. EHRI team used an open source tool Odette for this purpose and
extended its stylesheet to recognise the types of entities and encode them accordingly based on the URLs
used as references (for instance a Geonames URL results into application of a <placeName> element).
The TEI files produced in this way had to be checked by editors and cleansed of remaining unwanted
formatting. Separate TEI (“local dictionary”) is created to list keywords, people, places and organisations,
which are not included in the EHRI portal or any other established controlled vocabulary. An EHRI TEI
enrichment utility creates normalised entries for linked entities in the TEI Header which are later used to
drive the faceted browse and map visualisations. Editors can edit these normalised records and add new
ones as needed for the purpose of the particular edition.
3) Ingest to the frontend application (Omeka): The resulting TEI documents are uploaded to the Omeka web
publication platform and populate the database based on a mapping. Interactive map presentations are
created based on the TEI data to make easier spatial reading of the document.

2.1.2 TEI encoding and annotation
Documents published in the EHRI digital editions are encoded in the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) P5 standard.
While TEI is multi-layered and can be very complex, it is widely adopted and considered a standard format for digital
editions of texts of all kinds.
The particular TEI customisation can differ depending on the characteristics and needs of a particular edition. While
allowing for flexibility, the EHRI editions, however, rely on the use of references to names, dates, places and people
(TEI module namesdates) as described in TEI documentation.
TEI source information
In EHRI editions, the bibliographic information about the source is encoded in two forms in the TEI Header
(/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/):
• A display ready source information in the <bibl> element which can also include additional information about
original language etc. This element can capture citations of non-archival sources, such as newspaper articles,
and should always be included.
• In addition to <bibl> for archival sources in a structured form in element <msDesc> which can contain <country>, <repository> and <collection>, among other structured information, for example:
<msDesc>
<msIdentifier>
<country ref="https://portal.ehri- project.eu/countries/cz">
Tschechische Republik</country>
<repository ref="https://portal.ehri- project.eu/institutions/cz-002286">
Nationalarchiv Prag</repository>
<collection ref="https://portal.ehri-project.eu/units/cz- 002286-1075">
Innenministerium (225)</collection>
<idno>1936-1940, Sign. X/R/3/2, K. 1186-16, Nr. 11651</idno>
</msIdentifier>
<physDesc/>
</msDesc>
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Referencing vocabularies, main elements
1) We use the references to keywords, places, organisations and people.
• <term>: for keywords, with the attribute type “subject”. Use links to EHRI Terms:
<term type="subject"
ref="https://portal.ehri-project.eu/keywords/ehri_terms-1141">passport</term>

• <placeName> element for places. For camps and ghettos, the use of links to EHRI camps or EHRI ghettos is
preferred, with the attribute type “camp”/ “ghetto”:
He
was
deported
to
<placeName
type="camp">Birkenau</placeName>

ref="https://portal.ehri-project.eu/keywords/ehri_camps-2"

Linking to Geonames records is recommended with places that aren’t included in the EHRI portal:
<placeName ref="http://www.geonames.org/2804979/zeilsheim.html">Zeisheim u Frankfurtu</placeName>
• <orgName> for organisations. Use links to EHRI Corporate Bodies, for example:
<orgName ref="https://portal.ehri-project.eu/authorities/ehri_cb-347">JOINT</orgName>
• <persName> element for people, usage of links to EHRI Personalities, to Yad Vashem’s Central Database of
Shoah Victims’ Names database, or similar authoritative resources is recommended:
<persName ref="https://portal.ehri-project.eu/authorities/ehri_pers-000272">Mengele</persName>
<persName ref="http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4763965">Felixem Stiastny-m</persName>
Mark also people (or other types of entities) that have no corresponding record in the EHRI portal or in other usual
repositories, for example:
SS officer <persName>Nowak</persName>
Attribute @ref: use URL of the linked record as a unique identifier. If you copy URLs from the EHRI Portal, please
don’t copy the language parameter at the end of the URL (for instance “#desc-eng”).
2) Text formatting
• <hi rend="bold">Bold text</hi>
• <hi rend="italic">Italic text</hi>
• <hi rend="underlined">Underlined text</hi>
3) Dates
• <date when="1940-02-11">11th February 1940</date>
• <date when="1940-02">early February 1940</date>
4) Quotations
• We use element <q>to mark quotations (replace quotation marks with element tags), for example:
[...] came to pick him up with the words <q>Another one’s croaked.</q>
5) Notes, remarks
• We use element <note> with the attribute type “translation”/”gloss” for remarks:
<note type="translation">special treatment</note>
<note type="gloss">The real date of the event must have been May 1942.</note>
6) Page breaks
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• Element <pb> is used, with the attribute type “facs” when we want to relate to images of individual pages outside
of the document, for example:
<pb n="1" facs="EHRI-ET-YV3549264_01.jpg"/>
7) Other languages, camp language/slang
• Use element <foreign> with the “xml:lang” attribute type to mark the words or phrases in other languages, for
example:
<foreign xml:lang="de">Sonderbehandlung</foreign>
• Analogically, use element <distinct> for camp language or slang:
I went to the <distinct type=”camp_language”>Schleusse</distinct>.
8) Typos
• For historical editions, methodologies often recommend correcting mistakes such as typos which have no bearing on the understanding of the context or meaning of the document (such an approach can be explained in
the introduction of a particular edition). If we decide to record the individual mistake or in cases where the
correction carries meaning, we can use the <sic> element, or - with correction - in this form:
<choice>
<sic>deprtation</sic>
<corr>deportation</corr>
</choice>

TEI enhancement utility
A command-line utility written in PHP (for the purpose of the possible integration into Omeka) was developed to
support enrichment of the linked controlled vocabularies. It traverses across the entities linked in the body of TEI files
and performs rule-based enrichment of the TEI headers by fetching metadata using the EHRI and Geonames resources.
The utility adds normalised records in the TEI header, in conformance with the Dublin Core - TEI mapping listed
above. Currently, it uses the EHRI API to process the following EHRI vocabularies: places, camps, ghettos and terms.
Based on the Geonames RDF service, it creates place records containing geographic coordinates and links to further
resources (such as Wikipedia articles). An argument can be specified to prefer data in a specific language (if available).
The utility can be extended to include other services with machine readable information.
Documentation of command line options
TODO

2.1.3 EHRI Omeka (Classic) plugins and theme
TEI editions plugin
The EHRI team chose to use the Omeka web publishing platform for the documentary editions due to its compliance
with standards (Dublin Core) and extensibility, as well as for the functionality of the Neatline mapping plugin. By
default, however, Omeka was not capable of displaying TEI, nor of extracting structured information from XML
sources. For this reason the EHRI team originally developed the Omeka Classic plugin for the digital editions.
The TEI Editions plugin developed by EHRI takes care of the editions workflow within Omeka by handling TEI document ingest, update, and association of tertiary material such as images. It also provides various display functionalities
used by the Omeka frontend (theme).
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The plugin supports the editorial workflow which links document annotations to controlled vocabularies (EHRI, Geonames), EHRI archival descriptions and other resources. The plugin makes it possible to use documents encoded in the
TEI P5 XML format to build a rich Omeka presentation.
The plugin allows you to:
• Enhance headers of TEI documents with metadata from the EHRI Portal and Geonames
• Create Omeka items from uploaded TEI files, with Omeka metadata elements populated via customisable XPath
mappings
• Associate images and other tertiary files
• Create Neatline exhibits from location data and other metadata in the TEI headers
Edition workflow in Omeka
The plugin has three main areas of functionality:
• Ingesting, updating, and associating tertiary files with TEI-based Omeka items
• Exporting TEI data and associated files
• Configuring XPath-to-Omeka field mappings
Considering the TEI-encoded representations of the original documents as the primary data source, the EHRI editions
workflow is based on the possibility of repeatable ingest of TEI XML files into Omeka. The plugin counts on any
changes to documents being made in the TEI files rather than directly in Omeka. Metadata in Omeka fields will be
updated accordingly.
Users can use the edition’s administrative interface to upload one or multiple TEI files.

Documents can either be ingested one-by-one or as a zip file containing multiple files.
Neatline presentations are also automatically created during the ingest, provided geographic data is available. The
plugin uses normalised entities from the TEI header to create records within Neatline presentations. It also enriches
the document text with Neatline specific codes and saves it in the presentation metadata which makes it possible to
link text to the interactive map. A template presentation selected in settings is used to include data common to all
Neatline presentations, typically including historical borders.
Users can upload associated files which are automatically added to the relevant Omeka records based on matching of
file names with identifiers, for example
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Editions shortcodes
The integration of the documents into the narrative content of the edition (such as introductions and historical
overviews) and to create index pages according to the needs of individual editions, the plugin relies on an extension of
the functionality of Omeka shortcodes. The following shortcodes were added:

Fig. 1: Fig. 1 Individual item summary as displayed in the online edition
To display recent items formatted according to the editions layout:
[editions_recent_items num=[num]]

Fig. 2: Fig. 2 Display of recently added items
To include an index based on the metadata ingested from the TEI documents and used for faceted browse:
[editions_index element=[Metadata element]]

For instance:
[editions_index element=Subject]
[editions_index element=Place]
[editions_index element=Person]
[editions_index element=Organisation]
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Fig. 3: Fig. 3 Index: List of people linked to in the edition
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The separate EHRI Omeka plugin integrates EHRI data into Omeka by adding a shortcode to display short information
about EHRI items such as collection holding institutions or collection descriptions. For instance:
[ehri_item_data id="us-005578"]

Fig. 4: Fig. 4 Short information about collection holding institutions via the EHRI Omeka plugin, as displayed in the
online edition
This plugin is also used to display EHRI references on document pages based on the linked data encoded in TEI files.
EHRI Editions Omeka theme
The frontend for the publication of documents and contextual information was developed as a theme for the Omeka
2.* (Classic) web publishing platform. The theme, implemented in PHP/CSS/JS, was carefully prepared by EHRI
team with a particular view to:
• Create a clean user interface rendering documents encoded in TEI with focus on reading experience.
• Enable faceted browse based on entities tagged in document texts.
• Enable display of document data using automatically generated interactive maps.
• Make it possible to deploy the theme for multiple editions, while also allowing them to be differentiated based
on layout.
The editions’ user interface was designed to allow for easy and focused reading of document transcripts, without
overburdening researchers with contextual information or navigation. The faceted browse and the navigation (menu)
were integrated into a pane on a left-hand side which is hidden by default on document pages and can be expanded on
demand.
The user interface was built primarily for scientific usage. In addition to full-text search, the edition platform focused
on providing faceted browse based on the linked data encoded in the TEI documents. The listing of documents on the
result set also provides rich detail including creation information, archival citation and, where necessary and available,
a short annotation. Visual representations (scans) of the documents are shown but aren’t required, nor are they central
for the presentation.
As a text-centric platform, particular attention was devoted to the display of the document which consists of several
sections. The first section lists document metadata which include creation information (date and place of creation,
creators) and archival or bibliographic citation as well as information about original language.
Document text (transcript) can be made available in several languages whereas it is always first displayed in the main
language of the edition. The default design reproduces text in a font imitating a typing machine, typical for the period
of the 20th century. Annotated terms (where linked data is available) are highlighted in a way which doesn’t distract
from reading.
On mouse over, a contextual box in the right-hand column with further information and links to authoritative vocabularies and resources (based on normalised records in TEI header) is displayed.
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Fig. 5: Fig. 5 The faceted browse and the navigation menu
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Fig. 6: Fig. 6 Results of a search in the EHRI edition, listing document summaries

Fig. 7: Fig. 7 Document metadata including creation information, archival or bibliographic citation and information
about the original, as shown in the EHRI edition
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Fig. 8: Fig. 8 The contextual box (right-hand column) with further information and links to authoritative vocabularies
and resources
Where location information is available with geographic coordinates, an automatically generated interactive map is
displayed, created through the Omeka Neatline plugin. Its fullscreen version, which users can access through a link,
provides document text alongside the map, allowing to follow the narrative of the document in space.
If the underlying TEI document contains in the <msDesc> element references to EHRI archival information, a section
with references is included containing abbreviated information about EHRI country reports, archives and collections
fetched through the EHRI API.
The document page also includes the possibility to download the TEI sources file as well as the document in PDF
and ePub format. A simple plugin allows users to provide non-public feedback to the editors. Optionally, the Omeka
Commenting plugin can be enabled to allow publicly visible commenting (typically with moderation).
The latest version can be downloaded from Github.

2.1.4 Omeka Setup and Installation
Setting up the Digital Editions platform is based on Omeka and a number of plugins, as well as Apache Solr 6.6:
Requirements
• Omeka Classic 2.7+
• Apache Solr 6.6
• TeiEditions plugin
• EHRI Editions theme
• Modified SolrSearch plugin
We also use a number of other plugins:
• Neatline
• EHRI API shortcode integration plugin
2.1. EHRI Digital Editions - Documentation
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Fig. 9: Fig. 9 The automatically generated interactive map
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Fig. 10: Fig. 10 Display of references to EHRI archival information
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• Omeka Clean Urls plugin
TODO
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3

For developers and system administrators:

Backend Web Service

3.1 EHRI Portal Back-end Technical Documentation
Contents:

3.1.1 Overview of the EHRI Data Management Backend
The EHRI portal’s backend is based on the Neo4j graph database. It is deployed as a Neo4j plugin via the unmanaged
extensions mechanism, which provides the means to extend Neo4j using additional JAX-RS classes.
History and Rationale
At the beginning of the project EHRI looked around for a collections management tool that would be able to manage
and usefully integrate collections from hundreds of different institutions, with various different cataloguing styles. The
most likely candidate was ICA-AtoM (now just AtoM) which we set up to let the project’s data team gather institution
and archival descriptions while the tech team considered their strategy. ICA-AtoM filled this stopgap requirement very
well but working with it (and attempting to extend it) convinced us that it would be prohibitively difficult to adopt as a
permanent platform. Notwithstanding some requirements of supposedly overriding importance that ultimately ended
up being forgotten, we needed a platform that could:
• support a relatively large number of administrative users working simultaneously on different collections, with
very granular role- and content-based permissions
• manage reliable automated ingest of archival data (mainly EAD), including those with large file sizes
• keep an audit log of all significant changes to the system, allowing administrators to track who did what
• handle the integration of user-generated content in the form of notes and links between items
• be able to manage multiple simultaneous descriptions of single archival units, in different languages or from
different sources
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• be flexible and easy to adapt as we learned more about the data
After considering the options and with a dose of NIH syndrome and the typical naivity of developers underestimating
the time and energy required to create a usable system, the EHRI tech team decided to build the EHRI portal and data
management backend from scratch.
Architecture
Since two different workpackages were responsible for data integration and the portal interface (the former based in
the Hague and the latter in London) it was decided to make a clean distinction between the frontend and the backend,
talking to each other via a web service interface. The downside of this is that there is a fair bit of duplication in the
definitions and behaviour of backend and frontend, notwithstanding them both being JVM projects. Since the team in
the Hague mostly used Java at that time it made sense to use that language.
Neo4j was selected as the underlying database. Experience with ICA-AtoM had highlighted some of the drawbacks
to a standard SQL RMDBS system for managing archival data, most notably complications to the schema necessary
to handle genericism and hierarchical data, along with the difficulty of frequent making changes to the data model.
Neo4j, with its index-free traversals and "schemaless" system of nodes, relationships and properties seemed a good fit
for the domain and, especially, for a fluid and evolving data model.
Over time (versions 1.8 to 3.3) Neo4j has evolved quite significantly and gained a much more powerful declarative
query language and various schema-ish features such as node labels and property constraints. This has made it much
easier and more pleasant to work with. Over the same time, however, RMDBSs like PostgreSQL have gotten much
better at dealing with semi-structured data, and, while some of the difficulties with sharing behaviour between data
types and managing object hierarchies remain, have a much deeper and more mature ecosystem of tooling. I hesitate
to say we would make the same decision to choose Neo4j if that decision was made today, because it has definitely
given us its fair share of challenges along the way, but overall it has served us well.
When we first settled on Neo4j it was definitely considered a risk, being less mature and full-featured than more
traditional alternatives. One of the main ways of using Neo4j at that time, however, was via the Blueprints framework,
which was a sort of abstraction layer for generic graph databases. By using Blueprints it was thought we could achieve
some level of insurance against Neo4j disappearing, since it would allow us to switch (with relatively little pain) to
another graph database (such as OrientDB or Titan.) Blueprints was also just one part of a software stack called
Tinkerpop 2.0, which included many other useful tools for working with graphs, including the Gremlin traversal
language and the Frames Object-Relational Mapper.
In the intervening years the Tinkerpop stack has become an Apache project and moved on to version 3.0, which is
massively incompatible with version 2.0. EHRI remains using 2.0, which while unmaintained, is very stable and
unlikely to disappear from the internet. However it is still a bit ironic that the abstraction layer we used to ensure
database independence has itself been mothballed and become probably the main tech risk in our software stack.
Neo4j Extension Endpoints
The Neo4j extension provides 3 endpoints under the /ehri path (e.g. when installed in Neo4j it is accessed via the
Neo4j server address and port, plus /ehri. These are:
1. The "ReSTful" interface
A web service interface in the ReST style that can be used for general CRUD operations, along with a
more RCP-like functions for operating on data and performing administrative functions.
2. OAI-PMH
An OAI-PMH 2.0 server implementation at /ehri/oaipmh.
3. GraphQL
A GraphQL interface at /ehri/graphql for ad-hoc data exploration.
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None of these are exposed directly to the outside world: the ReSTful interface is access via the EHRI portal HTML
interface, whereas the OAI-PMH and GraphQL endpoints are proxied by the portal more or less directly, the latter
with the addition of user authentication.
For more info about the CRUD and RCP interface, see the API docs and the walk-through. For more info about OAIPMH, see the official spec. For more info about GraphQL, see the official spec and the portal API documentation.
Project Structure
The backend is a multi-module Maven project consisting of:
ehri-definitions Contains the "ontology" (a set of property and relationship name labels) and Entity name definitions.
ehri-core Models, access control, permissions and persistence. There is also an Api interface which attempts to make
a coherent facade atop various data management operations.
ehri-io Import and export code, including EAD ingest and serialisation.
ehri-cli Command-line tools for interacting with the graph.
ehri-ws The JAX-RS classes that provide the web service interface.
ehri-ws-graphql The GraphQL implementation and a corresponding JAX-RS class for its endpoint.
ehri-ws-oaipmh The OAI-PMH 2.0 server implementation and a corresponding JAX-RS class for the endpoint.
build Maven packaging, which depends on all the other modules.

3.1.2 The Backend Model Layer
Models for the backend define the essential properties and traversal operations for different data types, and use the
Tinkerpop 2.0 Frames ORM. A crucial distinction with model classes in other frameworks is that models do not
define every property that a data type can hold, only those which are required for behaviour in the core of the stack.
For example, a DocumentaryUnitDescription item must have a languageCode property. Other optional
properties, such as scopeAndContent are managed by high layers, such as the portal front-end or the data import
classes.
Abstract Model Types
Because Tinkerpop Frames models are Java interfaces (with instances created by proxies at runtime) they can themselves extend multiple other interfaces. For better or worse, we use this extensively as a form of multiple inheritance
so that "concrete" model instances can inherit behaviours (graph traversals and property accessors) from abstract base
models. For example, there is a base model called Identifiable that looks like this:
package eu.ehri.project.models.base;
import com.tinkerpop.frames.Property;
import eu.ehri.project.definitions.Ontology;
import eu.ehri.project.models.annotations.Mandatory;
/**
* Base interface for entities that have an identifier property (other than the
* internally assigned node ID).
*/
public interface Identifiable extends Entity {
@Mandatory
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

@Property(Ontology.IDENTIFIER_KEY)
String getIdentifier();
}

Models that inherit from Identifiable then get a getIdentifier() method which looks up the property via
the identifier key. Because this property accessor is marked @Mandatory a model instance cannot be stored if
the property is missing or empty.
Other abstract base model interfaces exhibit more complex behaviours. For example, the Accessible interface
defines behaviour for any entity that:
• requires access control and permissions
• has a lifecycle stored in the audit log
These behaviours mean that any Accessible item can have certain relationships to other nodes, such as an access
relationship to any node that inherits the Accessor behaviour (both UserProfile and Group models.)
Similarly, any model that inherits the PermissionScope interface is one that can contain other items to which
permissions can be granted. For example, the Repository model is a PermissionScope because it contains
DocumentaryUnit items, and users or groups can be granted permission to create DocumentaryUnit items
within the scope of that repository.
Here are some of the most important abstract models:
Entity All models inherit from Entity. It defines accessors called getId() and getType() which read,
respectively, the __id and __type properties which are present on all model nodes in the graph.
Accessible Models that can have their access restricted by the presence of a access relationship to one or more
Accessor nodes. Also defines behaviour for reading history by retrieving a set of Version nodes.
Described Models that can be related to Description nodes via an incoming describes relationship.
PermissionScope Models that can be the containing scope for permissions pertaining to other items.
Annotatable Models that can have an incoming annotates relationship from an Annotation node.
Concrete model types
Concrete model types can be actually saved in the graph. Their name corresponds to their __type property (and also
their Neo4j node label - this redundancy is due to node labels being added to Neo4j after we were using the __type
property.)
AccessPoint A node representing an access point, which is EHRI lingo for a reference to another item, e.g. a
<subject>> tag in an EAD file. The access point just contains text, not an actual link, but it can also be
the body of a Link node.
Address A node representing an address.
Annotation A node representing an annotation, which can point to any Annotatable item.
ContentType A node which represents data types to which permissions can attached. The __id property corresponds
to the name of the data type, e.g. Country or DocumentaryUnit.
Country A node representing a county. The __id is the lowercase ISO 3166-2 code.
DatePeriod A node representing a span of time, with startDate and endDate properties.
DocumentaryUnit A node representing an archival unit, which is either heldBy a Repository or the childOf
another DocumentaryUnit item.
DocumentaryUnitDescription A description of an archival unit, with properties corresponding to ISAD(G).
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Group A group, to which UserProfile or other Group nodes can belong, via the belongsTo property.
HistoricalAgent A node representing a person, corporate body, or family.
HistoricalAgentDescription A description of a historical agent, with properties corresponding to ISAAR.
Link A node representing a link between two items, via the hasLinkTarget property. A link can also have an
AccessPoint body, which provides its name.
MaintenanceEvent A node representing a change to an item which occured prior to its ingest.
Permission A node representing a type of permission, with its ID as the permission identifier, e.g. create or
update.
PermissionGrant A node representing a grant of some given Permission to a particular target, where the target
could be either a specific Accessible item, or a ContentType node. A PermissionGrant can also
have a particular PermissionScope.
Repository A node representing an archival institution.
RepositoryDescription A description of an archival institution, with properties corresponding to ISDIAH.
UnknownProperty A node repesenting some ingest data we do not recognise, but someone might want to look at.
UserProfile A node representing a user of the system, potentially belonging to one or more Group nodes.
VirtualUnit A node representing a "virtual" archival entity, which does not exist in any actual archive, but serves the
purpose of allowing non-virtual material to be collected together in virtual space.

3.1.3 Validation & Persistence
Validation runs on a full subtree before any data is saved to the graph and has three stages:
• check data against type-based constraints
• generate identifiers, using type-based rules
• check integrity and uniqueness
Data validation
Currently, data validation is mainly concerned with ensuring that certain mandatory properties are not absent or blank.
For example, Documentary Unit items require an identifier property. Their descriptions likewise require both a
languageCode and a name property.
Data validation must be done prior to generating IDs because IDs can be derived from the data itself in some circumstances. If the data is not valid, ID generation would then fail.
ID generation
(See the identifiers page for more on the rationale.)
Graph IDs are generated in differently depending on the type of item. There are currently two types of ID generators:
• data and scope-based
• random UUID
For most ’first class’ node types, graph IDs are generated by combining the ID of the item’s parent scope(s) with a
particular data value belonging to the item itself. For example, a documentary unit will typically belong to two scopes:
a repository, and the country in which that repository resides. Its eventual graph ID therefore forms a path:
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[country-id]-[repository-id]-[doc-id]

There are two main reasons for generating graph IDs in this manner: they are to some extent human-readable and
reproducible, and it makes it possible to ensure the uniqueness of identifiers within scopes without necessitating
complex graph scans.
Item types which are not ’first class’, i.e. dependent on some other item, are typically assigned random UUIDs.
Integrity checking
The integrity checking runs after ID generation and does the following:
• ensures there are no ID collisions, which would indicate an identifier is not unique within a particular scope.
• checks uniqueness constraints for properties which must be globally unique. The facility is not currently used.

3.1.4 Serialization
Since individual web service resources (documentary units, repositories, etc) are comprised of many individual graph
nodes, when resources are serialized we serialize their entire "subtree", rather than force the client to fetch each object
in parts on a node by node basis. We also allow certain relationships between resources (particularly key "contextual"
relationships, to be included in the payload of a resource when fetching its data.
These features make for a much less "chatty" REST interface and one which works on the level of resources proper,
rather than the raw nodes and relationships of which they are comprised at the database level. Performing such
"convenience" traversals during serialization does, however, involve some tradeoffs and complexities.
How serialization behavour is specified
Serialization semantics are specified using Java annotations on adjacency methods present on the item domain model
interfaces. Domain model interfaces are "frames" for raw graph vertices that provide convenience methods such as "getRepository()". The behaviour for these interface methods (since they are obviously abstract) is provided by Tinkerpop
Frames annotations such as @Adjacency(label = ..., direction = Direction.IN) which translate
the method call to the desired graph behaviour, by, in this case, performing a graph traversal from a documentary unit
node to that of its repository.
EHRI-specific annotations
On top of the Tinkerpop Frames behaviour, the EHRI persistence layer adds two more annotations which control how
framed domain models are serialized (to JSON, or XML, or whatever.) There are:
@Fetch when placed on an interface get method also decorated with @Adjacency means this relationship should
be traversed and items at the other end included in the serialized data. NB: Only mandatory properties for
fetched items are included in the serialized data.
@Dependent when placed on an interface get method also decorated with @Adjacency means that that this item
belongs to the target item. This is mainly used to sanity-check what data gets saved during de-serialization,
but also affects the behaviour of serialization when deciding which data to include. Dependent items will be
serialized with all data unless they belong to an item that is itself being included only in a @Fetch traversal.
@UniqueAdjacency an variation of Tinkerpop’s @Adjacency which, when setting, adding, or removing relationships, ensures that the outgoing node can only have one relationship of the relationship’s type connecting
to the target node. When the single parameter is given it ensures that the outgoing node can only have a single
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relationship of that type to any other node. This annotation also provides additional functionality to return the
number of relationships in the given direction when annotating methods named starting with the word count.
Serialization parameters
There are a few parameters which affect the serializer’s behaviour.
Depth There is a default limit for the number of relationships to traverse when fetching related items. This prevents
circular relationships (should they exist) causing infinite recursion, and prevents us sucking too much of the
graph.
’Lite’ mode This tells the serializer to only include mandatory properties for all items (normally this behaviour only
applies to items that are @Fetched.)
Dependent only This tells the serializer to ignore all @Fetch traversals and only include those that are
@Dependent.
Overriding Included Properties Sometimes you want to retrieve an item whilst insuring that a property of a relation
is serialized. By default (and the default is currently fixed for the REST interface) only mandatory properties
are included in automatically serialized relations. For example, when retrieving the data for a documentary
unit, it’s repository node is automatically included in the relationships data - however only the mandatory properties for the repository (it’s identifier and it’s description’s name and languageCodes) are
included in order to reduce unnecessary data transfer. We can, however, force tree serialization to include certain properties (which will apply indiscriminately to all data types thus serialized.) These can be specified in
the includeProps parameter to the serializer, which takes a list of (string) property names to include in the
output. From the REST interface, this can be done with the _ip=<propname> parameter (which can be given
multiple times.)

3.1.5 Setup of development environment
Prerequisites
Install Oracle JDK 8. For Ubuntu this can be done via the Webupd8team PPA:
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install oracle-java8-installer

Install Git:
sudo apt-get install git

Install Curl:
sudo apt-get install curl

Make somewhere to put downloaded Java apps:
mkdir ~/apps

Download and install Maven:
export MVN_VERSION=3.0.5
curl -0 http://apache.mirrors.timporter.net/maven/maven-3/${MVN_VERSION}/binaries/
˓→apache-maven-${MVN_VERSION}-bin.tar.gz | tar -zx -C ~/apps
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Add Maven to $PATH:
export PATH=$PATH:$HOME/apps/apache-maven-${MVN_VERSION}/bin

(It’s best to add these lines to your .bashrc or .bash_profile file too)
Checking out the EHRI REST-server code
Make somewhere to put your code:
mkdir ~/dev
cd ~/dev

Clone the EHRI server code from Github:
git clone https://github.com/EHRI/ehri-rest.git
cd ehri-rest
mvn install

(Maven will then proceed to download hundreds of megabytes of dependencies, but most of this will only have to be
downloaded once.)
While Maven is doing its thing, we can install a standalone version of the Neo4j server. Once the code has been built,
we can enable the EHRI REST service within the standalone Neo4j server.
curl -L -0 http://neo4j.com/artifact.php?name=neo4j-community-3.5.21-unix.tar.gz |
˓→tar zx

We’ll need to refer to the installation location a lot so save it as an environment variable:
export NEO4J_HOME=neo4j-community-3.5.21

Once both the EHRI server code has been compiled and Neo4j standalone has been downloaded and extracted, we can
install the former into the latter. The following script ensures the code is packaged and then installs the EHRI jars and
various other dependencies into the $NEO4J_HOME/plugin/ehri directory:
./scripts/install.sh

Once that has completed the script will warn us that we have to make one configuation change manually:
IMPORTANT: You must manually ensure the $NEO4J_HOME/conf/neo4j.conf configuration contains
the line: dmbs.unmanaged_extension_classes=eu.ehri.extension=/ehri
Open that file and add that line below the point where a similar example config is commented out. This step is vital so
Neo4j knows to load our EHRI extension code.
At this point, if we go to http://localhost:7474 we should be able to see the Neo4j server admin console. However, the
EHRI Rest server endpoints will error at the moment because we have not yet initialised the graph database properly.
We can do this using one of the EHRI administration commands that can be run from the code root. First, make sure
the Neo4j database server isn’t running:
$NEO4J_HOME/bin/neo4j stop

Then run the following commands from the EHRI code root:
./scripts/cmd initialize

# NB: This can only be done once!

We also need to create an administrative user account:
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./scripts/cmd useradd $USER --group admin

Now we can start the server again and check everything is working:
$NEO4J_HOME/bin/neo4j start
curl -H "X-User:$USER" localhost:7474/ehri/classes/UserProfile/$USER

We should get the following output (with "mike" replaced by your $USER):
{
"id" : "mike",
"data" : {
"name" : "mike",
"identifier" : "mike"
},
"type" : "userProfile",
"relationships" : {
"lifecycleEvent" : [ {
"id" : "211a5a7e-6430-4b51-b1fb-e8ba562a4118",
"data" : {
"timestamp" : "2013-04-25T16:24:41.777+01:00",
"logMessage" : "Created via command-line"
},
"type" : "systemEvent",
"relationships" : {
"hasActioner" : [ {
"id" : "admin",
"data" : {
"name" : "Administrators",
"identifier" : "admin"
},
"type" : "group",
"relationships" : {
}
} ]
}
} ],
"belongsTo" : [ {
"id" : "admin",
"data" : {
"name" : "Administrators",
"identifier" : "admin"
},
"type" : "group",
"relationships" : {
}
} ]
}
}

3.1.6 Initialising a fresh Neo4j database and importing some data
First, make sure there is no Neo4j server running that uses the graph DB you’re about to build.
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Set Vital Environment var(s)
The NEO4J_HOME env var must be set and point to the Neo4j instance with the EHRI libs installed.
A second var that may be set is NEO4J_DB, which should point to the actual database directory. If not set, this will
default to $NEO4J_HOME/data/databases/graph.db.
Make sure the Neo4j Server is stopped
At present, the various commands all use Neo4j in embedded mode. This will not work if the server is running, because
only one process can write to a graph DB at once. So before running anything, make sure the server is stopped:
NB: Also note that the install script, in an effort to be helpful, starts the server at the end.
$NEO4J_HOME/bin/neo4j stop

Initialise the DB
Initialisation creates some nodes that are essential to the EHRI environment:
• The global event root node
• The admin group
• Permission type nodes
• Content type nodes
./scripts/cmd initialize

Create a user account
So you can do stuff within the system, you need to make a yser profile for yourself. Probably you also want to add
that profile to the admin group, which can be accomplished like so:
./scripts/cmd useradd $USER --group admin

Verify existence of the new account
You should now be able to verify that the new account exists with the command:
./scripts/cmd list UserProfile

3.1.7 Deployment
This is a work in progress document.
The EHRI REST backend is deployed as a Neo4j unmanaged extension. In practice, this means:
• it compiles to an "uberjar" (all dependencies in one jar) which live in the plugins directory of a Neo4j
installation
• the following setting in neo4j.conf maps our Jersey web URIs to a path (/ehri):
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• dbms.unmanaged_extension_classes=eu.ehri.extension=/ehri
In practice, a set of symlinks are used to allow easier versioning of releases:
The
symlink
$NEO4J_HOME/plugins/ehri-rest.jar
points
to
/opt/webapps/
ehri-rest/current, which is itself a symlink to /opt/webapps/ehri-rest/deploys/
ehri-data-[TIMESTAMP]_[GIT-REV].jar.
When new versions of the EHRI code is released the uberjar is uploaded to the /opt/webapps/ehri-rest/
deploys directory, named with the timestamp and the code’s git revision. Then the current symlink is updated to
point to the new deployment and the Neo4j service restarted.
Using the Fabfile for automated deployment tasks
The fabfile.py script provides a set of tasks that can be used to release new versions of the code. Once Fabric
(version 1.8) has been installed (typically via sudo pip install fabric) you can view the available tasks like
so:
$> fab --list
Fabric deployment script for EHRI rest backend.
Available commands:
clean_deploy
copy_db
current_version
current_version_log
deploy
˓→install any
latest
online_backup
online_clone_db
prod
reindex_all
reindex_repository
restart
rollback
stage
start
stop
test
update_db

Build a clean version and deploy.
Copy a (not running) DB from the remote server.
Show the current date/revision
Output git log between HEAD and the current deployed version.
Deploy the latest version of the site to the servers,
Point symlink at latest version.
Do an online backup to a particular directory on the server.
Copy a Neo4j DB from a server using the backup tool.
Use the remote virtual server.
Run a full reindex of Neo4j -> Solr data
Reindex items held by a repository.
Restart neo4j-service.
Rollback to the last versioned dir and restart.
Use the remote staging server.
Start neo4j-service.
Stop neo4j-service.
Use the remote testing server.
Update a Neo4j DB on a server.

More detailed info for tasks are available with the -d switch:
$> fab -d online_clone_db
Displaying detailed information for task 'online_clone_db':
Copy a Neo4j DB from a server using the backup tool.
This creates a copy of the running DB in /tmp, zips it,
downloads the zip, extracts it to the specified DB, and
cleans up.
clone_db:/local/path/to/graph.db
Arguments: local_dir
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Three environments are available (which assume you have the hostnames defined in your .ssh/config file):
• test (sets hostname to ehritest)
• stage (sets hostname to ehristage)
• prod (sets hostname to ehriprod)
You can activate these environments by running them as commands prior to another task, i.e.
$> fab stage deploy # runs the deploy task with the 'ehristage' server

3.1.8 Loading JSON Data Dumps
A common scenario is exporting data from a production DB to a local testing instance. There are a few ways to do
this:
• using a Neo4j hot backup of the graph.db directory
• using a GraphSON dump
Exporting GraphSON into a local instance
First, open an SSH port-forward to the local machine, e.g:
ssh [EHRISERVER] -L7777:localhost:7474

Neo4j typically runs on port 7474, so the remote instance will be available on port 7777 on the local machine.
Now, make sure the local Neo4j instance is stopped and that the local graph.db directory is either non-existent
or completely empty. We can then combine the export-graphson web service method with the graphson
command-line tool to pipe data from the (online) remote instance to the (offline) local one line so:
curl -H "X-User:admin" http://localhost:7777/ehri/admin/export-graphson | ./scripts/
˓→cmd graphson --load --buffer-size 100000 && ./scripts/cmd gen-schema

The options are:
• --load - (load from stdin)
• --buffer-size 10000 (flush the TX every 100000 primitives loaded, to avoid running out of memory)
The follow on command ./scripts/cmd gen-schema is necessary to instantiate the Neo4j indexes and constraints.
WARNING!
Neo4j’s lax read isolation can cause problems with GraphSON dumps, since it’s possible for edges to exist in the
GraphSON that refer to non-existent nodes (this can happen if the data changes while the export is taking place.) In
this case, loading the dump will subsequently fail with the following error:
Error: Given element was not created in this baseGraph

If in doubt, prevent graph modification from taking place, or use online backup instead.
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3.1.9 Audit Log
The backend audit log is a database-global chain of events (the SystemEvent model) which forms a linked list, with
the most-recent event at the head of the chain. SystemEvent item have a single Actioner (who made the change)
and one or many Accessible subject nodes. The subject nodes and actioner each have their own chain of events
attached, recording their change history and actions they have taken, respectively.
You might think this sounds like a complicated system, and unfortunately it is. The rationale was to make it easy and
fast to get the most-recent events pertaining to items in the database and the system as a whole, while also preventing
scaling issues caused by having potentially thousands of event nodes attached to a single Actioner node (since
individual users could easily make thousands of changes over the course of the project.)
The downside is complexity, and it also makes reaching far back through past events fairly slow, since the event chain
structure gets longer with each database change.
Below is a diagram of the node graph formed by the audit log (ignore the actual relationship names in this example):
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Interactions with the audit log are handled by the ActionManager class, accessed via the Api.
actionManager() method. When new changes are to be made to some data item, a new EventContext is
created for the current user and the particular event type. One or more subject items can be added to this event context,
which is then committed at the end of the process. This prevents creating invalid events when exceptions are thrown
during the process.
The EventsApi interface is a separate class for retrieving events from audit log, and supports aggregating events in
two ways:
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User Aggregation All consecutive events initiated by the same user are aggregated.
Strict Aggregation Aggregates events which are a) consecutive, b) have the same scope and subject(s), c) are by the
same user and, d) have the same log message (if given).
This is intended for the case when a user updates a particular item many times in a row, making small changes.

3.1.10 Miscellaneous Gotchas
Online Backup Fails with BlockingReadTimeoutException
Couldn't connect to 'single://localhost:6362'
org.neo4j.com.ComException: org.jboss.netty.handler.queue.BlockingReadTimeoutException

This has been observed to occur when the database has had some offline operations applied to it, i.e. an bulk data
import. The server appears to otherwise function without problems. The error seemingly went away when the database
was written to in some (trivial) way, i.e. watching/unwatching an item.

3.1.11 Identifiers
There are two kinds of identifier concepts in the EHRI DB: local, and global. Unfortunately we haven’t been too
thorough about disambiguating the two things, so it’s quite confusing in places. If we use the word ’identifier’ it
typically means the local identifier, whereas the word ID means the global one. Here’s what they mean in practice:
Local identifiers exist within a namespace defined by their parent scope. Item types at the top level of a hierarchy for example, countries - have an identifier that consists of their ISO 3166 two-letter country code. Since they have no
higher scope, their local identifier is the same as their global one: for example, the Netherlands has local identifier nl
and also global identifier nl.
Repositories, however, belong to a scope (the country in which they reside) so their global identifier consists of the
local identifier of their scope added to their own local identifier. For example, the local identifier of USHMM is
005578 and that of its country (the U.S.) us, therefore USHMM’s global identifier is us-005578.
Why we do this
Identifiers are only useful when they uniquely identify something. However, identity within hierarchies is contextual.
For example, within an archival collection c1 there can only be a single archival unit with the identifier 1. Deriving
the global identifier of an item from its own local identifier plus that of its parent items therefore provides a means to
ensure uniqueness within a given hierarchical scope - if the resulting global ID is already taken, the local identifier is
not unique within its scope.
For example, if we import an EAD file from repository 001500 in country us with the following structure:
<archdesc>
<did>
<unitid>100</unitid>
</did>
<c01>
<did>
<unitid>1</unitid>
</did>
</c01>
</archdesc>
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...
the resultant global ID of the first unitid would be us-001500-100 and that of its child item
us-001500-100-1.
Transliteration
Prior to creating the hierarchical ID the local identifier is also transformed by removing all punctuation and certain
other URI reserved characters and replacing them with at most one underscore per sequence. Leading and trailing
underscores are then removed. Finally, the result is lower cased.
The final hierarchical ID is then formed by joining each transliterated local identifier with a hyphen character.
Relative identifiers are therefore preferred in EHRI since they provide the neatest global identifiers. However in many
cases EAD files are structured with absolute identifiers, e.g:
<archdesc>
<did>
<unitid>100</unitid>
</did>
<c01>
<did>
<unitid>100 1</unitid>
</did>
</c01>
</archdesc>

In this case, where the child identifier is prefixed by it’s parent identifier the prefix is removed prior to transliteration,
so if, for example, there was a hierarchy like so:
• us
• 005578
• DOC-1
• DOC-1 / 1
• DOC-1 / 1 / 2
• DOC-1 / 1 / 2 / 3
... the process of generation the final hierarchical ID would be as follows:
• us => 005578 => DOC-1 => DOC-1 / 1 => DOC-1 / 1 / 2 => "DOC-1 / 1 / 2 / 3" (raw
strings)
• us => 005578 => DOC-1 => / 1 => / 2 => / 3 (parent prefixes removed, note leading space-slash-space)
• us => 005578 => DOC_1 => ___1 => ___2 => ___3 (replace non-characters with underscores)
• us => 005578 => doc_1 => 1 => 2 => 3 (remove leading/training replacements)
• us-005578-doc_1-1-2-3 (joining sections with hyphens)
Identifiers for descriptions
Descriptions for items (e.g. documentary units, repositories etc) also have identifiers that are unique within their scope
(the item.) A description’s local identifier is typically its ISO-639-2 3-letter language code, with an optional additional
disambiguator if there is more than one description in the same language. The global identifier of a description is its
item’s global identifier joined via a period ("."). For example:
• us-005578-doc_1-1-2-3.eng (description local ID appended with a period.)
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Restrictions
This scheme places some restrictions on what can be used as an identifier in an EHRI item:
• it must contain some non-punctuation characters
• the sequence of characters with punctuation removed must be unique within the parent scope
Trade-offs
The main trade-off in this scheme is normalisation vs. ease of determining uniqueness. It is quite difficult (and quite
costly) to determine if a given identifier is unique within the scope of its parent item. (In the worst case it involves
iterating through every single node in the graph, which makes importing items exceedingly slow.) Creating graph IDs
from a concatenation of local identifiers with the parent scopes allows uniqueness checks via a single index lookup,
which is very cheap. The downside is that an item’s graph ID is de-normalised with the hierarchical structure to which
it belongs. If it is moved to another parent scope, its graph ID will no longer be valid. For this reason we recommend
that moving an item within a hierarchy be though of as a copy followed by a delete.
Validation
Maintaining hierarchical structures is difficult is any database system: whilst integrity guarantees might best be maintained using a traditional self-referential foreign-key structure in a relational database (which can better handle integrity
issues using compound keys), any system that aspires to good performance will run into problems when moving trees
within trees (especially when optimisations like the adjacency list or nested set model are employed.) Graph databases
make the relationship side of things much easier where hierarchies are concerned, but since EHRI is an integration
project we also have to worry about the identity of things at various levels so that we can point back to whatever
it was we were integrating. There are therefore numerous complexities involved that make sanity checking hierarchical structures pretty important; especially - as with graph DBs - when there’s a separate indexing stage involved.
Confusing matter is the fact that there are two types of hierarchy:
• permission scope
• parental
Most items, for instance, archival units, can only have one parent. However, some, such as concepts (in SKOS
vocabularies) can belong to multiple different trees and therefore have several different parents. All items, however, can
only have a single permission scope. For archival units this will be the parent item or the repository. For repositories it
will be the country they are in. For concepts it will be the vocabulary they belong (rather than the higher level broader
concepts which they may have as immediate parents.)
The IdRegenerator class is a ’check’ tool that ensures IDs match permission scopes when a node is moved
between permission scopes. It can be called via HTTP on the host that runs the graph server via the tools endpoint.

3.1.12 Importing via the Command Line
First, initialise a new Neo4j database as described in the initialise instructions. Since we’ll be using the command line
here, don’t re-start the Neo4j server instance.
Note: these docs cover importing data using an in-process Neo4j instance. For EAC/EAD/EAG import the Web
Service docs provide a more convenient method of ingesting data.
Import some SKOS
To import some vocabulary terms you first need to create a vocabulary to which they will belong. We do this with the
generic "add" command:
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./scripts/cmd add CvocVocabulary -Pidentifier=ehri-terms --user $USER --log "Creating
˓→vocabulary for ehri terms."

The id handle of the created vocabulary will be derived from the "identifier" field. Since there is no enclosing scope,
the resulting id will just be ehri-terms. We reference this for the scope parameter for the SKOS import command:
./scripts/cmd skos-import --scope ehri-terms --user $USER --tolerant --user $USER
˓→log "Importing EHRI SKOS" PATH-TO-SKOS.rdf

--

Import some EAD
Note: The process of importing EAD is currently a bit long-winded due to various database dependencies needing to
be in place. In order to import documentary units you first need a "scope" (the repository) to add them to. Repositories
likewise need their own scope, which is the country they reside in. (The reason for these dependencies is that the
"handle" for any given document is "scoped" by its parents, i.e. the repository and the country item.)
As a consequence, importing is normally done via scripts that handle this housekeeping automatically, but for this
example we’ll do it manually:
Creating a "Country" Item
To create a country item we can use the generic "add" command. The following creates a country identified by the
ISO3166 two-letter country-code "gb" (the United Kingdom):
./scripts/cmd add Country -Pidentifier=gb --user $USER --log "Creating United Kingdom
˓→country item."

Creating the "Wiener Library" Repository
Creating a repository would normally be done via importing an EAG (Encoded Archival Guide) file, but for now we
will use the "add" command to create a bare-bones entry (with no descriptive data):
./scripts/cmd add Repository -Pidentifier=wiener-library --user $USER --scope gb -˓→log "Creating repository."

(Note the –scope takes the identifier we gave the country as an argument.)
The scoped identifier of the repository will be derived from the identifier we provided in a slugified form, plus the
slugified identifiers of its parent scope. Therefore we can henceforth refer to this repository as "gb-wiener-library".
To import an EAD file we use the ead-import command, refering to the repository scope, like so:
export REPO=gb-wiener-library
./scripts/cmd ead-import -user $USER --scope $REPO --log "Importing EAD for
˓→repository '$REPO'" --tolerant PATH-TO-EAD-FILE.xml

3.1.13 Example Ingest
The current ingest procedure is somewhat long-winded and technical. This is an example given a single EAD XML
file containing a large number (48,000) of individual documentary unit items in a single fonds. The repository is the
Internation Tracing Service (ITS), which has EHRI repository ID de-002409.
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This ingest covers importing the EAD file into the staging server, at which time it should be ready for verification and
if necessary, changes, before the production ingest.
Before you start
First, log into the EHRI staging server via SSH and open a bunch of shells. In one of them, tail the following file,
which will give us some information about what goes wrong, when something inevitably goes wrong the first few
times we try:
tail -f /opt/webapps/neo4j-version/logs/log/neo4j.log

Back up the database
The Neo4j DB lives in /opt/webapps/data/neo4j/databases/graph.db. You can back it up without shutting down the
server by running:
/opt/webapps/neo4j-backup.sh graph.db.BAK

To restore the DB the procedure is: - shut down Neo4j - replace /opt/webapps/data/neo4j/databases/graph.db with
backup directory you specified previously - ensure all files in the graph.db directory are owned and writable by the
webadm group: - chgrp -R webadm graph.db - chmod -R g+rw graph.db - restart Neo4j
Procedure
Onwards with the ingest...
Next, in another shell, copy the file(s) to be ingested to the server and place them in /opt/webapps/data/
import-data/de/de-002409, the working directory for ITS data.
Import properties handle certain mappings between tags (with particular attributes) and EHRI fields. The ITS data
has a particular mapping indicating that when the <unitid> has a type="refcode" that is the main doc unit
identifier, and that the rest are the alternates. This file is, in this case:
/opt/webapps/data/import-data/de/de-002409/its-pertinence.properties

The actual import is done via the /ehri/import/ead endpoint on the Neo4j extension. It is documented here:
http://ehri.github.io/docs/api/ehri-rest/ehri-extension/wsdocs/resource_ImportResource.html
The basic procedure is:
• obtain an appropriate import properties file (which we’ve done in this case)
• write an appropriate log file, describing what we’re doing
• stick the EAD XML on the server
• run a curl command, POSTing the XML data to the ingest endpoint, with the appropriate parameters
• re-index the data held by our repository (ITS, de-002409) to make it searchable in the portal UI
To make the curl command less cumbersome, lets export the path to the properties file as an environment variable:
export PROPERTIES=/opt/webapps/data/import-data/de/de-002409/its-pertinence.properties

Also, lets write a log file and export it’s path as an environment variable:
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echo "Importing ITS data with properties: $PROPERTIES" > LOG.txt
export LOG=`pwd`/LOG.txt

Now we can POST the data to the ingest endpoint:
curl -XPOST \
-H "X-User:mike" \
-H "Content-type: text/xml" \
--data-binary @KHSK_GER.xml \
"http://localhost:7474/ehri/import/ead?scope=de-002409&log=$LOG&properties=
˓→$PROPERTIES&commit=true"

These parameters are:
• the X-User header tells the web service which user is responsible for the ingest.
• the Content-type header tells it to expect XML data.
• the scope=de-002409 query parameter tells it we’re importing this EAD into the ITS repository.
• the log=$LOG parameter tells it to find the log text in a local file.
• the properties=$PROPERTIES parameter tells it to file the import properties in a local file.
• the commit=true|false parameter tells the web service to actually commit the transaction. By default it
will not, which provides a way of doing "dry run" ingests.
Note: when importing a single EAD containing ~50,000 items in a single transaction the staging server might run
out of memory. If it does the only option is to increase the Neo4j heap size by uncommenting and setting the
dbms.memory.heap.max_size=MORE_MB (say, 3500) in $NEO4J_HOME/conf/neo4j-wrapper.conf
and restarting Neo4j by running:
sudo service neo4j-service restart

Additional note: Certain date patterns are fuzzy parsed by the importer and invalid dates such as 31st April will
currently throw a runtime exception resulting in a BadRequest from the web service. So fix all these first ;)
If all goes well you should get something like this:
{"created":48430,"unchanged":0,"message":"Import ITS 0.4 data using its-pertinence.
˓→properties.\n","updated":0,"errors":{}}

In theory, that ingest should be idemotent, so you can run the same command again and not change anything. Instead
you’d get a reply like:
{"created":0,"unchanged":48430,"message":"Import ITS 0.4 data using its-pertinence.
˓→properties.\n","updated":0,"errors":{}}

Indexing
The final step is the re-index the ITS repository, making the items searchable. This can be done from the Portal Admin
UI, or via the following command:
java -jar /opt/webapps/docview/bin/indexer.jar \
--clear-key-value holderId=de-002409 \
--index -H "X-User=admin" \
--stats \
--solr http://localhost:8080/ehri/portal \
(continues on next page)
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--rest http://localhost:7474/ehri \
"Repository|de-002409"

(This tool is a library/CLI utility the is used by the portal UI and available on the server: see the https://github.com/
EHRI/ehri-search-tools project for more details.)
Updating existing collections
To update existing collections, when, for example, adding descriptions in another language, the procedure is exactly
the same with one exception: the import Curl command needs an additional parameter:
&allow-update=true

Without this parameter the importer will throw a mode violation error when it ends up updating an existing collection.
Overwriting existing descriptions
If you want to overwrite existing item description with data from a new EAD the EAD must have the same
sourceFileId value as exists on the current description. The sourceFileId is a property computed from
two aspects of the EAD file: the eadheader/eadid value and the eadheader/profiledesc/langusage/
language/@langcode value combined thus: [EADID]#[UPPER-CASE-LANGCODE].
For example, if the eadid is 100 and the language code is eng, the sourceFileId will be 100#ENG.
Only documentary unit descriptions created via the EAD ingest process will have a sourceFileId; those created
using the portal interface will not. For descriptions that have the property it is visible (but not editable) on the portal
admin pages.
Note: the consequence of the above is that the eadid value should not contain the language code, since this is
redundant and will result in a sourceFileId like eng#ENG.
Ingesting multiple files in an archive
It is possible to ingest multiple EAD files in a single transaction by providing the importer with an archive file (containing multiple XML files) instead of a single XML file. Currently the following formats are supported:
• zip (although some extensions are problematic)
• tar
• tar.gz
The importer will assume the data it is given is an archive if the content type of the request is given as application/
octet-stream (aka, miscellaneous binary) instead of either text/xml (XML) or text/plain (local file paths.)
Note: if several EAD files provide different translations of the same items it is necessary to enable update ingests via
&allow-updates=true.

3.1.14 SKOS Ingest
Geonames Example
The Geonames SKOS dump is a large dataset consisting of Geonames places deemed to be relevant for EHRI.
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TODO
curl -v -H X-User:mike \
"http://localhost:7474/ehri/import/skos?scope=geonames&commit=true&format=TTL&
˓→log=Geonames%20ingest&tolerant=false&suffix=%2F&baseURI=http%3A%2F%2Fsws.geonames.
˓→org%2F" \
--data-binary @ehri_place_export_skos_26.09.17.ttl

Camps Example
curl -v -H X-User:mike \
"http://localhost:7474/ehri/import/skos?scope=ehri_camps&format=RDF%2FXML&
˓→log=Camps%20update&baseURI=http%3A%2F%2Fdata.ehri-project.eu%2F/camps%2F" \
--data-binary @camps_20180531.rdf

3.1.15 Database Migration Changelog
• ???? - The backend added a ’promote’ permission to override default visibility for user-created content. The
scripts/ruby/create_promote_perm.rb script added this new permission’s node to the DB.
• 03/01/2014 - The backend code was altered to make the (3-letter) language code the per-item description discriminator (along with the descriptionIdentifier field) for descriptions, meaning
their IDs could be generated deterministically instead of randomly as before. The scripts/ruby/
migrate_description_ids.rb updated the existing descriptions accordingly.
• 03/01/2014 - The script ’scripts/ruby/migrate_639-1_639-2_langs.rb‘ updated all language code fields from their
2-letter to 3-letter representations.
• 03/12/2013 - The scripts/ruby/set_system_event_child_count.rb and scripts/ruby/
set_country_repo_child_count.rb was used to cache the number of ’child’ relations a node has
on its _CHILD_COUNT meta property. An update to the code henceforth maintains this count on hierarchical
relationships.
• 03/12/2013 - Debugging the global and per-item event chains proved difficult because there were several ’link’
used that had no properties and only served to connect two ’first-class’ nodes via an indirection. The script
scripts/ruby/stamp_link_nodes.rb set debugging properties _debugType and _linkType on
these nodes.
• 20/10/2013 - The initial import of EAD data from ICA-Atom had missed the archivist’s note field. The
scripts/ruby/fix_icaatom_import.rb script corrected this by setting this data on the graph nodes
from a custom CSV dump of the ICA-Atom MySQL DB.
• 20/10/2013 - Fixed an issue (on the frontend) where saving/updating a repository would erase any maintenance
event nodes it was connected to. The script scripts/ruby/fix_maintenance_events.rb restored
that maintenance events that were erroneously deleted.
• 10/10/2013 - Fixed an issue where some repositories were imported without the correct (country) permission
scope. This led to their documents having incorrect IDs. The script scripts/ruby/reset_doc_ids.rb
was used to set the proper permission scope and recalculate IDs for all items in the hierarchy (country -> repo
-> doc)

3.1.16 Scripting the EHRI environment
Note: scripting hasn’t been used in a while but came in handy when doing some complicated ingests of material
that was one-off, complicated, or unusually structured. These docs will remain here just in case...
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Introduction
While in the process of stabilising the server environment, it is useful to have some scripting tools at our disposal
which are able to interact with the various Java tools we have, without requiring the writing and deployment of more
Java code. This is particularly the case where one-off migrations of the graph data is required as its ontology evolves,
or importing of WIP data acquisitions.
Another important consideration of a scripting environment was access to a REPL, which would allow us to investigate
issues with the graph data interactively via a command-line prompt.
A few different environments have so far been investigated:
• Jython
• Groovy
• JRuby
While these investigations have not been exhaustive, a few impressions resulted:
Jython
The Java version of Python (2.7b1) works fine, but does not seem to have a very active development community,
and it was difficult to find up-to-date information. One particular advantage of Python would potentially be access
to IPython, which is a really good REPL with auto-complete and many other nice features, but as of this writing it
does not seem to work with the Jython environment. Jython development also seems to lag the standard C-Python
development by quite a lot.
Groovy
Groovy is a language with very tight Java integration, but setting up a workable scripting environment that integrated
the EHRI tools proved difficult. While some tools do use Groovy as a REPL environment, there seem to be quite a lot
of hoops to jump through before this works smoothly. More work may follow on this...
JRuby
JRuby proved easy to set up, up-to-date, and includes a workable (if not IPython-level) REPL environment (called
jirb). One particular bonus of JRuby is that its creators have gone to great lengths to make Java integration as tight
as possible, and moreover, make it easy to write idiomatic Ruby code that works with Java tools. What follows is
mainly an overview of writing JRuby scripts to interact with the EHRI environment.
Setting up JRuby
As of this writing the current version of JRuby is 1.7.4. The distribution provides an installer and should work on
Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows.
Once JRuby is installed it’s useful to add it’s bin directory to your $PATH environment var. Once done, you should
be able to launch scripts with jruby script.rb and start the interactive prompt with jirb.
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JRuby basics
For the basics of how JRuby integrates with Java, the following document is essential reading:
https://github.com/jruby/jruby/wiki/CallingJavaFromJRuby
The TL;DR is basically:
# The magic require Java line
require 'java'
# You can then refer to Java stuff as normal:
puts java.util.Locale.getDefault.getLanguage # prints "en" on my system
# Note: Jruby makes things look more idiomatic by converting automatically
# between CamelCase and the more Ruby-ish under_score naming, so this also
# works
puts java.util.Locale.get_default.get_language # also prints "en"!

To import stuff in a manner similar to how you would in Java, you can use the java_import statement:
java_import "eu.ehri.project.models.UserProfile"

(The quotes are necessary if the root package is outside of the Java environemt.)
Integration with the EHRI environment
Prerequisites
As well as having JRuby installed, for the EHRI/Ruby environment to work you need a couple of env vars set:
• $NEO4J_HOME
• $CLASSPATH
As usual, $NEO4J_HOME should point to a version of Neo4j with the EHRI plugin installed. The $CLASSPATH var
can be exported like so:
source ./scripts/lib.sh
buildclasspath
˓→from the $NEO4J_HOME
export CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH

# Source the EHRI bash tools
# This function builds a Java-ish string of dependencies
# Exports the CLASSPATH var created by buildclasspath

Using the ’Ehri’ module
Much of the heavy lifting of setting up the EHRI environment has been placed in a module called Ehri inside
the scripts/ruby/lib directory of the EHRI Neo4j server code root. You can pull this into your Ruby script
environment like so:
require "scripts/lib/ehri"
include Ehri

The Ehri module does the following when required:
• Checks the $NEO4J_HOME and $CLASSPATH env vars look okay
• java_imports some key useful stuff, like the Tinkerpop Neo4jGraph and FramedGraph
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• Creates some Ruby modules as shortcuts through which EHRI packages can be accessed
• Initialises the graph database and an EHRI GraphManager as the constants Graph and Manager (subject to
change)
The shortcut modules within Ehri are:
• Core - eu.ehri.project.core
• Models - eu.ehri.project.models
• Persistance - eu.ehri.project.persistance
• Importers - eu.ehri.project.importers
• Acl - eu.ehri.project.acl
Putting all this together, you can then do stuff like this from the REPL:
03:24 PM > jirb
irb(main):001:0> require "scripts/ruby/lib/ehri"
=> true
irb(main):002:0> include Ehri
=> Object
irb(main):003:0> mike = Manager.get_frame("mike", Models::UserProfile.java_class)
=> #<Java::Default::$Proxy30:0x5820e5f8>
irb(main):004:0> mike.name
=> "Mike Bryant"
irb(main):005:0>

For example, a script to list the names of all repositories in the United Kingdom:
require "scripts/ruby/lib/ehri"
include Ehri
gb = Manager.get_frame("gb", Models::Country.java_class)
gb.get_repositories.each { |repository|
puts " - #{repository.get_descriptions.first.name}"
}
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

This prints:
- Department of Documents, Imperial War Museum
- Archiwum Studium Polski Podziemnej
- MOVIETONE
- Manchester Jewish Museum
- Jewish Museum London
- British Library
- University of Southampton
- Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies
- The National Archives
- London Metropolitan Archives
- Imperial War Museums
- Island Archives
- British PathéNews
- Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum
- Central British Fund
- Jersey Archive
- Department for Business Innovation and Skills, "Enemy Property"
(continues on next page)
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# - Association of Jewish Refugees, Serving Holocaust Refugees and Survivors
˓→Nationwide
# - The Wiener Library for the Study of the Holocaust&Genocide

Lots of other useful things are possible. For more examples, look at some of the import tools in scripts/ruby/
lib. These are themselves modules that extent the Ehri module, for example:
# Require the Ehri module, which we know is alongside our current one in the lib dir
require "#{File.dirname(__FILE__)}/ehri"
module Ehri
module MyImporter
class Importer
def initialize(directory)
@dir = directory
end
def import
# do lots of stuff with `Graph` and `Manager` etc
end
end
# Entry point function
def self.import(directory)
Importer.new(directory).import
end
end
end

From another script, this can then be launched like so:
require "scripts/ruby/lib/myimporter"
DIRECTORY = ARGV.shift # get the dir from a argument
Ehri::MyImporter::import(DIRECTORY)

In the EHRI Neo4j server dev system we have some existing management commands, for doing things like initialising
the graph and importing files. There can be run directly (although perhaps not in the nicest manner) like so:
#
#
#
#
#

Runs the 'Initialize' command, with an empty set of arguments
as if they were provided via the command-line...
Note the the [].to_java(:string) bit is how a Java String[] is
constructed in JRuby...

Commands::Initialize.new.exec(Graph, [].to_java(:string))

Note that the Graph constant (which is a FramedGraph<Neo4jGraph> initialised when requireing the Ehri
module) is the first argument.
Another, more complex example, is running the LoadFixtures command, with an argument that gives the YAML
fixture file to load:
Commands::LoadFixtures.new.exec(Graph, ["#{ENV["HOME"]}/Dropbox/EHRI/users.yaml"].to_
˓→java(:string))
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Gotchas:
For the (rare) Java method that requires passing a char, I cannot find a less ugly way to do this than:
# Take a Ruby string, slice the first item, convert it to an Ord, and then a java
˓→char...
csv = CSVReader.new(fio, ";"[0].ord.to_java(:char)) # Yuck!

More documentation to follow...

3.1.17 Using the Web Service
This will be a general walk-through of how to use the web service to create, import, and fetch data. First, initialise a
new Neo4j database as described in the initialisation instructions. Now, restart the Neo4j server like do:
$NEO4J_HOME/bin/neo4j start

Verify that everything’s working by fetching your user profile using the following Curl command (for these examples
I’ll be using my own $USER, which is mike):
curl http://localhost:7474/ehri/classes/UserProfile/mike

If all goes well you should see something like:
{
"id" : "mike",
"type" : "UserProfile",
"data" : {
"identifier" : "mike",
"name" : "Mike Bryant"
},
"meta" : {
"gid" : 22
},
"relationships" : {
"lifecycleEvent" : [ {
"relationships" : {
"hasActioner" : [ {
"relationships" : { },
"data" : {
"identifier" : "admin",
"name" : "Admin"
},
"meta" : {
"followers" : 0,
"watching" : 0,
"following" : 0
},
"id" : "admin",
"type" : "Group"
} ]
},
"data" : {
"eventType" : "creation",
"timestamp" : "2015-10-01T15:06:38.411+01:00"
},
(continues on next page)
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"meta" : {
"childCount" : 1
},
"id" : "a2035f24-6845-11e5-92aa-ed4cb7d1dda8",
"type" : "SystemEvent"
} ],
"belongsTo" : [ {
"relationships" : { },
"data" : {
"identifier" : "admin",
"name" : "Administrators"
},
"meta" : {
"childCount" : 1
},
"id" : "admin",
"type" : "Group"
} ]
}
}

This JSON data is a type of graph. It says that:
• The user profile has global ID mike, which is the same as the local (non-hierarchical) identifier mike
• The profile is of type UserProfile
• It has a belongsTo relationship to a Group item with ID admin
• There was a SystemEvent of type creation, "actioned" (or initiated) by admin.
Assuming that worked, lets go on and create the following:
1. a Country item (via the web service RESTful API)
2. a Repository item via EAG XML import .de/) XML import)
3. a DocumentaryUnit item via EAD XML import
Items 1, 2, and 3 here have a hierarchical relationship, which means that we need to create them in order, since the
documentary unit item will "belong" to the repository, and the repository to the country item.
Web service usage conventions
Before we start, lets just explain a couple of conventions for using the web service. You’ll notice below that any
requests that change data, e.g. POST, PUT, DELETE methods, require an X-User: $USER header. This identifier
the "actioner" to the system and allows the permission system to determine if they have adequate permissions (obviously, it’s the responsibility of the client application to verify people are who they say they are, but the web service
does not handle authentication, only authorisation.)
We also use the X-LogMessage header when we want to tell the system what we’re doing. This will end up as the
logMessage property on the SystemEvent item associated with the change.
Creating the country
We’re going to create the country via the "RESTful" web service API. The only data we absolutely need for the country
item is an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 (2 letter) code. For now we’ll use nl, for the Netherlands.
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We need to send JSON data to the web service and it needs to be in a particular format, namely an object with the
following data members:
• a type property for the "content type" of the new item
• a data object property, containing at least the item’s mandatory properties
• an optional relationships object attribute, for nested data members
For a country, we just need type, and data, and the only attribute that needs to be present in data is the
identifier property containing our two-letter code. So the JSON data we’ll send looks like this:
{
"type": "Country",
"data": {
"identifier": "nl"
}
}

Let’s send that via CURL to the /ehri/classes/Country endpoint, using application/json as the content
type:
curl -X POST \
-H "X-User: mike" \
-H "Content-type: application/json" \
--data '{"type": "Country", "data": {"identifier": "nl"}}' \
http://localhost:7474/ehri/Country

We should recieve the newly-create item as the response, with more system-created metadata:
{
"id" : "nl",
"data" : {
"identifier" : "nl"
},
"type" : "Country",
"relationships" : {
"lifecycleEvent" : [ {
"id" : "1faabf00-6903-11e5-a63f-d32c8c516fe2",
"data" : {
"timestamp" : "2015-10-02T13:43:04.105+01:00",
"eventType" : "creation"
},
"type" : "SystemEvent",
"relationships" : {
"hasActioner" : [ {
"id" : "mike",
"data" : {
"name" : "mike",
"identifier" : "mike"
},
"type" : "UserProfile",
"relationships" : { },
"meta" : {
"following" : 0,
"followers" : 0,
"watching" : 0
}
} ]
(continues on next page)
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},
"meta" : {
"childCount" : 1
}
} ]
},
"meta" : {
"childCount" : 0,
"gid" : 26
}
}

A few things to note:
• the system-defined global ID is the same as the local identifier property we provided, since countries are toplevel items
• there’s a creation event, actioned by us
Since the global ID is nl, we can fetch the item from the web service specifically using:
curl http://localhost:7474/ehri/classes/Country/nl

This should give the same result as when we created it.
Importing a repository via EAG
Now we’re going to create a repository inside our new country. Since repositories require somewhat more metadata
to be useful, we’re going to import it via an EAG file. Download and extract the sample EAC, EAD, and EAG XML
documents from the samples.tgz archive.
To import eag.xml we’re going to use the /ehri/import/eag web service method like so:
curl

-X POST \
-H "X-User: mike" \
-H "X-LogMessage: Testing EAG import" \
-H "Content-type: text/xml" \
--data @eag.xml \
http://localhost:7474/ehri/import/eag?scope=nl

We should receive a response like so:
{"message":"Testing EAG import","updated":0,"created":1,"unchanged":0}

This tells us that we created one new item, as expected. The import endpoint is idempotent so we can run the same
thing again and it’ll tell us that there were no changes.
{"message":"Testing EAG import","updated":0,"created":0,"unchanged":1}

Unfortunately, the import methods don’t tell us much about the actual items we’ve just created, so lets list all the
repositories and see what we see there:
curl http://localhost:7474/ehri/classes/Repository

This gives us the somewhat more extensive data:
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[
{
"data": {
"identifier": "test-repository",
"typeOfEntity": "organisation"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository",
"meta": {
"childCount": 0,
"gid": 30,
"watchedBy": 0
},
"relationships": {
"describes": [
{
"data": {
"accessibility": "Use public transport",
"creationProcess": "IMPORT",
"history": "Example Repository Description",
"holdings": "Large",
"identifier": "test-repository#desc",
"languageCode": "eng",
"name": "Test Repository",
"openingTimes": "9-5 All week",
"otherFormsOfName": "Test Repository - Alt Name",
"rulesAndConventions": "ISDIAH",
"typeOfEntity": "organisation"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository.eng-test_repository_desc",
"meta": {
"gid": 31
},
"relationships": {
"hasAddress": [
{
"data": {
"countryCode": "NL",
"email": "info@example.com",
"municipality": "A Town",
"postalCode": "ABC 123",
"street": "Any Street",
"telephone": "12345 678910",
"webpage": "www.example.com"
},
"id": "3320f8ec-6905-11e5-accc-dd70c2facf88",
"meta": {
"gid": 33
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "Address"
}
],
"hasUnknownProperty": [
{
"data": {
"eag_archguide_desc_email_": "Email",
"eag_archguide_desc_webpage_": "Website",
(continues on next page)
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"eag_archguide_identity_repositorid_": "test"
},
"id": "3320f8ee-6905-11e5-accc-dd70c2facf88",
"meta": {
"gid": 32
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "UnknownProperty"
}
]
},
"type": "RepositoryDescription"
}
],
"hasCountry": [
{
"data": {
"identifier": "nl"
},
"id": "nl",
"meta": {
"childCount": 1
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "Country"
}
],
"lifecycleEvent": [
{
"data": {
"eventType": "ingest",
"timestamp": "2015-10-02T13:57:55.686+01:00"
},
"id": "334e98a2-6905-11e5-accc-dd70c2facf88",
"meta": {
"childCount": 1
},
"relationships": {
"hasActioner": [
{
"data": {
"identifier": "mike",
"name": "mike"
},
"id": "mike",
"meta": {
"followers": 0,
"following": 0,
"watching": 0
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "UserProfile"
}
]
},
"type": "SystemEvent"
}
(continues on next page)
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]
},
"type": "Repository"
}
]

We have a JSON list with one item (as expected, since we’ve only created one repository). A few things to note:
• this time the lifecycleEvent is ingest, again with hasActioner "mike".
• there is a hasCountry relationship pointing to our nl country
• there is a describes relationship to a RepositoryDescription item with (default) languageCode
value eng, that contains the bulk of the data in our EAG file.
• the system ID is nl-test_repository, and the identifier value is test_repository.
We can fetch the item directly using its ID via:
curl http://localhost:7474/ehri/classes/Repository/nl-test_repository

Importing a documentary unit via EAD
Importing EAD is much the same process, only this time we use the /ehri/import/ead method and the repository
(with ID nl-test_repository) is the scope item that we are importing into:
curl

-X POST \
-H "X-User: mike" \
-H "X-LogMessage: Testing EAD import" \
-H "Content-type: text/xml" \
--data @ead.xml \
http://localhost:7474/ehri/import/ead?scope=nl-test_repository

Run this and again we get an import log like so:
{"message":"Testing EAD import","updated":0,"created":1,"unchanged":0}

Running GET on the /ehri/classes/DocumentaryUnit method lists the units in the system, giving us this
rather verbose output:
[
{
"data": {
"identifier": "test-doc"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository-test_doc",
"meta": {
"childCount": 0,
"gid": 37,
"watchedBy": 0
},
"relationships": {
"describes": [
{
"data": {
"creationProcess": "IMPORT",
(continues on next page)
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"extentAndMedium": "167 files",
"languageCode": "eng",
"languageOfMaterial": [
"eng",
"fra",
"deu",
"heb",
"ron",
"yid"
],
"levelOfDescription": "collection",
"name": "Test EAD Item",
"scopeAndContent": "This is some test scope and content.",
"sourceFileId": "C00001#ENG"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository-test_doc.eng",
"meta": {
"gid": 38
},
"relationships": {
"hasDate": [
{
"data": {
"description": "1924-1-1 - 1947-12-31",
"endDate": "1947-12-31",
"startDate": "1924-01-01"
},
"id": "de1f5c77-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"gid": 42
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "DatePeriod"
},
{
"data": {
"description": "1943-1-1",
"endDate": "1943-01-31",
"startDate": "1943-01-01"
},
"id": "de1f5c79-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"gid": 43
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "DatePeriod"
}
],
"hasUnknownProperty": [
{
"data": {
"ead_archdesc_did_langmaterial_language_": [
"English",
"French",
"German",
"Hebrew",
"Romanian",
(continues on next page)
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"Yiddish"
],
"ead_archdesc_did_repository_address_addressline_
˓→

": [
"Test Address 1",
"Test Address 2"
],
"ead_archdesc_did_repository_corpname_": "Test

˓→

Corportate Body"
},
"id": "de1f5c75-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"gid": 41
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "UnknownProperty"
}
],
"relatesTo": [
{
"data": {
"name": "Test Name",
"type": "creatorAccess"
},
"id": "de1f5c73-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"gid": 40
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "AccessPoint"
},
{
"data": {
"name": "Test Corporate Body",
"type": "subjectAccess"
},
"id": "de1f5c71-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"gid": 39
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "AccessPoint"
}
]
},
"type": "DocumentaryUnitDescription"
}
],
"heldBy": [
{
"data": {
"identifier": "test-repository"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository",
"meta": {
"childCount": 1,
"watchedBy": 0
(continues on next page)
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},
"relationships": {
"describes": [
{
"data": {
"languageCode": "eng",
"name": "Test Repository"
},
"id": "nl-test_repository.eng-test_repository_desc",
"relationships": {},
"type": "RepositoryDescription"
}
],
"hasCountry": [
{
"data": {
"identifier": "nl"
},
"id": "nl",
"meta": {
"childCount": 1
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "Country"
}
]
},
"type": "Repository"
}
],
"lifecycleEvent": [
{
"data": {
"eventType": "ingest",
"timestamp": "2015-10-02T14:24:11.166+01:00"
},
"id": "de2db45d-6908-11e5-8ffa-0da85690eef2",
"meta": {
"childCount": 1
},
"relationships": {
"hasActioner": [
{
"data": {
"identifier": "mike",
"name": "mike"
},
"id": "mike",
"meta": {
"followers": 0,
"following": 0,
"watching": 0
},
"relationships": {},
"type": "UserProfile"
}
]
(continues on next page)
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},
"type": "SystemEvent"
}
]
},
"type": "DocumentaryUnit"
}
]

Again, stuff to note:
• the generated ID is nl-test_repository-test_doc, while the identifier property is test-doc
• the repository is present in the heldBy relationship
Additional import options
In these examples we POSTed a single XML file (with content-type text/xml) to the import methods. This is
convenient for single files, but often you want to import multiple XML files at once into the same country, repository,
or documentary unit (as child items.) In this case it is possible to create zip or tar archives containing those files and
POST the data as content type application/octet-stream.
Another (less good) alternative when the web service server is local is to POST a file containing a list (one entry per
line) of local file paths with content-type text/plain

3.1.18 Web Service API Documentation
• Full API
• Events
• Import Operations
• Administration

3.2 EHRI Data Harvesting Documentation
Contents:

3.2.1 EHRI Harvesting Overview
One of EHRI’s principal goals is to create sustainable connections between partner archives and the EHRI portal to
allow metadata to be automatically harvested from the former to the latter.
At present, EHRI does this in two ways:
OAI-PMH
The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting is an XML-over-HTTP protocol that allows servers to expose metadata about their holdings in a standardised manner. If the archival institution
exposes EAD files via OAI-PMH (a fairly restrictive requirement) we can ingest it into the portal.
ResourceSync
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ResourceSync is a specification that describes how to expose a set of resources (in our case, EAD files)
that can be synchronised by third-parties.

3.2.2 Harvesting Tools
For the data integration we first need to get the data on the server. We use two kind of harvesters: an open source
harvester that follows the OAI-PMH protocol, shell-oaiharvester. Within the project some institution did not provide
a PMH endpoint. We developed a harvester for the ResourceSync Framework, which can be found at the EHRI github
resydes repository.
OAI-PMH
Download https://github.com/wimmuskee/shell-oaiharvester
Installation: /opt/shell-oaiharvester/
Config file: /opt/shell-oaiharvester/config.xml
Records: /var/opt/oai-pmh-harvester/
in the config.xml the harvester needs to be configured, for every endpoint at least the following properties can be
set:
id the identifier for this repository, to be used to run the harvester
baseurl the OAI-PMH endpoint of the CHI
metadataprefix the PMH metadataprefix, usually something like oai_ead
recordpath the location to store the records
set (optional) the PMH set to be harvested
Run Command
/opt/shell-oaiharvester/oaiharvester -c config.xml -r <repository-id>
this will run the harvester and retrieve all new and updated records from <repository-id> and store them at the
recordspath. There they will be picked up by the ingest-process.
ResourceSync
Download: https://github.com/EHRI/resydes
Installation: /opt/oai-resourcesync/
Config files: /opt/oai-resourcesync/cfg/
Records: /var/opt/oai-rs-harvester/
The ResourceSync Framework describes a protocol to a destination (EHRI) in sync with a source (the CHI). It
uses sitemaps to do so. In the config file uri-list.txt every sitemap is listed that needs to be synced. The
syncapp-context.xml configures the harvester, for instance the baseDirectory to store the retrieved files
can be set here:
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Run Command
/opt/oai-resourcesync/run.sh
this will run the harvester and retrieve all new and updated files from the CHI and store them at the baseDirectory.
It will also delete files that are no longer exposed at the CHI.
Selective Harvesting
See selective harvesting.

3.2.3 Ingesting Harvested Metadata
To ingest the harvested metadata into the portal,
Locations
Download: https://github.com/EHRI/10.3-ingest-tool
Installation: /var/opt/ingestion1.1
Config files: /var/opt/.EHRI/
Configuration
The ingest uses a json configuration per data collection, which is usually all the files belonging to one institution.
These can be found in /var/opt/.EHRI/.
This configuration deals with the following:
• name - human readable identification, usually the name of the CHI
• ingestPropertyFile - path to the local mapping file from EAD to graph properties
• repositoryName - the identifier in the graph db to which these files need to be ingested
• repository - url of the ingest-service to the graph db
• enrichments • allowUpdate - boolean to indicate whether the changes will be committed
• log - path to local log file of this ingest
• tolerant - boolean to indicate whether an the ingest should continue after a single invalid item. Use with
caution.
NB: ingestPropertyFile: During ingest the fields in the EAD files are mapped to the corresponding properties
in the graph database. Property files are used for this, they can be tweaked for each source CHI. By default the
generic.properties can be used.
Run script
/var/opt/ingestion1.1/run.bash
Running this will start a start a service on localhost:<port> with a GUI.
Frontend Portal Site
3.2. EHRI Data Harvesting Documentation
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3.3 EHRI Portal Front-end Technical Documentation
The portal’s frontend is a Play 2 app developed in Scala. For legacy reasons it is known as "docview", since this was
the first thing that came to mind at the very beginning of its development.
Contents:

3.3.1 Overview of the EHRI Portal and Admin front-end
Frameworks and technologies
The portal front end is built on the Play framework, as of this writing at version 2.6.10, using the Scala APIs. Like
most Play apps it uses SBT as the build tool, which also provides an interactive running and testing environment.
The primary source of data is the Neo4j-based data backend, but the app also uses a number of other data sources
including:
• a PostgreSQL database for storing various non-archival data, including user accounts
• Google Docs
• Neo4j directly, via the Cypher HTTP endpoint
General Application Structure and Modules
The application consists of a number of modules, in a somewhat layered manner:
backend The backend module is the foundation of the app and provides the basic vocabulary for interacting with
the backend data service.
core The core module depends on the backend module and extends it with definitions for the various models,
additional services, authentication and authorisation, and plumbing for actions common throughout the app.
Notably the core module uses Play’s action composition mechanism to make the building blocks for common
patterns of data usage, such as CRUD and access control to specific pages and resources. In almost all cases
these components leverage the backend’s access control and permission mechanisms directly.
There are no actions (or routes) defined directly in the core module itself.
portal The portal module contains the public user-facing actions and routes.
api The api module depends on the portal module and contains actions for the various structured data interfaces
available under the /api path.
admin The admin module depends on the portal module and contains provides various actions for administering
portal data. Its routes live under the /admin path.
guides The guides module also depends on the portal module and handles the public and administrative actions
available for viewing and managing the EHRI research guides.
Generic Controller Interfaces
See the controllers page.
Model Layer
See the models page.
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Ad-hoc Data Querying via Cypher
Occasionally we need to access some niche data and it’s much easier just to query the database with Cypher than use
the backend web service. This is a bit unpleasant because it breaks the DB abstraction layer but ¯\_()_/¯.
See the Cypher page for more details.
Testing
We endeavour to write tests (at least integration tests) for all new features.
See the Testing page for more details.
Issues and Technical Debt
Notable bits of technical debt include:
• Features relating to the Research Guides are no longer developed and essentially deprecated
• Features related to virtual collections was not finished in the scope of EHRI 1 and not funded in EHRI 2
• The action composition mechanism is based around extending traits rather than injected components, which is
the newer Play Framework style
• Some of the code related to integrating with Solr, parsing responses/facets etc, could really do with a clean up
• The handling for assets like LESS files or javascripts could be streamlined, preferably figuring out a way to have
all the admin style assets in the portal module, which otherwise doesn’t know anything about the admin module
• The LESS itself could do with streamlining and a careful refactoring (and preferably converting to SASS)
• Probably a lot else!

3.3.2 EHRI Portal API - Version 1 - Experimental
The EHRI portal has an experimental API, intended for searching and retrieving a subset of EHRI data in structured
JSON format. While it is intended that the scope of the API will broaden in future, it is intended to prioritise convenience over semantic precision, providing a somewhat simplified view relative to that offered by the HTML site.
Note: since it is currently in testing the API currently requires a bearer access token to be provided in the
Authorization header: contact WP13.3 for more details.
At present, information is only available for three types of item:
1. Countries (type: Country)
2. Institutions (type: Repository)
3. Archival descriptions (type: DocumentaryUnit)
The base API URL is https://portal.ehri-project.eu/api/v1.
Three actions are available:
1. Global search at /search: Intended for a simple-text query of all country report, institution, and archival
description information in the portal. Optionally, the search can be limited to items of specific types.
2. Retrieving item info by ID at /{ID}: If item’s IDs are known in advance (or determined via a search), information about them can be fetched individually.
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3. Item-scoped search at {ID}/search: Intended for searching via simple text query within the "scope" of a
particular item, retrieving matching child items. For example, a country can be searched for specific repositories,
and repositories and archival descriptions for, respectively, top-level and sub-level descriptions.
The format of returned data conforms to the http://jsonapi.org/ specification and has content-type
application/vnd.api+json.
Examples (using the curl commandline tool):
Searching repositories for text "USHMM"
curl -H Accept:application/vnd.api+json \
"https://portal.ehri-project.eu/api/v1/search?type=Repository&q=USHMM"

Example result:
{
"data": [
{
"id": "us-005578",
"type": "Repository",
"attributes": {
"name": "United States Holocaust Memorial Museum",
"address": {
"streetAddress": "100 Raoul Wallenberg Place, S.W.",
"city": "Washington",
"region": "District of Columbia",
"postalCode": "DC 20024",
"countryCode": "US",
"email": [
"archives@ushmm.org"
],
"telephone": [
"202 488 0400"
],
"fax": [
"202-479-9726"
],
"url": [
"http://www.ushmm.org/"
]
}
},
"relationships": {
"country": {
"data": {
"id": "us",
"type": "Country"
}
}
},
"links": {
"self": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578",
"search": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search",
"country": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us"
}
},
(continues on next page)
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... MORE RESULTS ...
],
"links": {
"first": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/search?q=USHMM",
"last": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/search?q=USHMM"
}
}

The first item in the data array is the description of USHMM, with its attributes containing the institution’s name and
address. The relationships object shows other queryable items that USHMM is related to, such as the country
report record for the United States. Outside the top-level data object, the top-level links object contains URLs
relevant to pagination for this search result set. In the example, the first and last page URLs are the same, which
indicates that there is only one page of results.
Retrieving data about the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, using its ID
curl -H Accept:application/vnd.api+json \
"https://portal.ehri-project.eu/api/v1/us-005578"

Example result:
{
"data": {
"id": "us-005578",
"type": "Repository",
"attributes": {
"name": "United States Holocaust Memorial Museum",
"address": {
"streetAddress": "100 Raoul Wallenberg Place, S.W.",
"city": "Washington",
"region": "District of Columbia",
"postalCode": "DC 20024",
"countryCode": "US",
"email": [
"archives@ushmm.org"
],
"telephone": [
"202 488 0400"
],
"fax": [
"202-479-9726"
],
"url": [
"http://www.ushmm.org/"
]
}
},
"relationships": {
"country": {
"data": {
"id": "us",
"type": "Country"
}
(continues on next page)
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}
},
"links": {
"self": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578",
"search": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search",
"country": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us"
}
}
}

In this case we get the same object that was the first item in the data array for the search.
Searching archival descriptions held by USHMM for "Oral History’
curl -H Accept:application/vnd.api+json \
"https://portal.ehri-project.eu/api/v1/us-005578/search?q=Oral%20History"

Example result:
{
"data": [
{
"id": "us-005578-501539",
"type": "DocumentaryUnit",
"attributes": {
"localId": "501539",
"alternateIds": [],
"descriptions": [
{
"localId": "eng",
"languageCode": "eng",
"name": "501539",
"parallelFormsOfName": [],
"extentAndMedium": "1 folder",
"acquisition": "Accession number: 1997.A.0230",
"scopeAndContent": "Contains\"Struggle & Sacrifice, The Oral History of
˓→Leon & Sara Fajgenbaum,\" copyrighted1995, an English-language edited oral history
˓→based on the Spanish-language oral testimony given by Leon and Sara Fajgenbaum; a
˓→translated oral history transcript from the Spanish language oral testimony of Leon
˓→and Sara Fajgenbaum; and a copyprint of Noam Lupu's grandparents and uncle taken in
˓→1948 in Ulm (Germany)."
}
]
},
"relationships": {
"holder": {
"data": {
"id": "us-005578",
"type": "Repository"
}
},
"parent": null
},
"links": {
"self": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578-501539",
(continues on next page)
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"search": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578-501539/search",
"holder": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578"
}
},
... MORE RESULTS ...
],
"links": {
"first": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search?q=Oral+History",
"last": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search?q=Oral+History&page=15",
"next": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search?q=Oral+History&page=2"
},
"included": [
{
"id": "us-005578",
"type": "Repository",
"attributes": {
"name": "United States Holocaust Memorial Museum",
"address": {
"streetAddress": "100 Raoul Wallenberg Place, S.W.",
"city": "Washington",
"region": "District of Columbia",
"postalCode": "DC 20024",
"countryCode": "US",
"email": [
"archives@ushmm.org"
],
"telephone": [
"202 488 0400"
],
"fax": [
"202-479-9726"
],
"url": [
"http://www.ushmm.org/"
]
}
},
"relationships": {
"country": {
"data": {
"id": "us",
"type": "Country"
}
}
},
"links": {
"self": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578",
"search": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us-005578/search",
"country": "http://localhost:9000/api/v1/us"
}
}
]
}

In this case the top-level data section contains an array of documentary units items matching our "Oral History"
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search. This time the top-level links object contains the URL to the next page, and also the last page of the
results, in example page 15. We also have a top-level included object, which contains the data of items deemed
relavant to the main data, which here contains the USHMM repository record within whose scope we’re searching.

3.3.3 Controllers and Action Composition
There are quite a number of entity types in use in the EHRI portal and most of their behaviours with regard to permissions, access control, and the CRUD lifecycle are shared. To greatly reduce code duplication the portal app makes
extensive use of Play’s Action Composition mechanism, dividing up these generic behaviours into a set of parameterised traits that can be mixed into controllers to handle operations on a particular type of entity. In addition to just
Create, Read, Update, and Delete, we also have generic controller traits for:
• Setting item-level permissions
• Setting scoped permissions
• Setting visibility (access control)
• Promotion
• Search
• Creating child items
• Managing descriptions
The UserProfile and Group types also share quite a bit of behaviour since they can both be added to other groups and
be assigned global permissions to manage entire item types; these are also implemented via generic controller traits.
In general, generic actions consist of two parts:
1. rendering a form
2. validating the form data, and either: - re-rendering the form with errors - acting on the form data
In general we don’t do any actual rendering since the specific data rendered will depend on the item type; this part is
left to the concrete controller implementation.
In both cases we also need to validate that the user performing the action has permission to do
it. This happens a lot, so most of the generic controllers themselves compose an ActionBuilder called
:scala:‘WithContentPermissionAction(permissionType, contentType)‘ that either allows to action to proceed or
renders a 403 Forbidden response.
Simplified Example
A simplified example of this system is shown below; it handles one particular action (setting item visibility) for the
Country data type:
case class Countries @Inject()(
controllerComponents: ControllerComponents,
appComponents: AppComponents
) extends AdminController with Visibility[Country] {
def get(id: String: Action[AnyContent] = ??? // Stubbed for this example...

˓→

def visibility(id: String): Action[AnyContent] = EditVisibilityAction(id).apply {
implicit request =>
Ok(views.html.admin.permissions.visibility(request.item,
(continues on next page)
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forms.VisibilityForm.form.fill(request.item.accessors.map(_.id)),
request.users, request.groups, countryRoutes.visibilityPost(id)))
}

˓→

def visibilityPost(id: String): Action[AnyContent] = UpdateVisibilityAction(id).
apply { implicit request =>
Redirect(controllers.countries.routes.Countries.get(id))
.flashing("success" -> "item.update.confirmation")
}

}

This (simplified) controller mixes in the Visibility[T] trait, parameterised by the Country model. The trait
provides two composable actions: EditVisibilityAction and UpdateVisibilityAction:
EditVisibilityAction This checks for the user’s permission to update the item’s visibility and, if they are
allowed, runs a function taking a VisibilityRequest (which contains the item in question and other contextual info such as a list of possible users and groups to grant access) and returning a response. In our example
controller this renders a form with a 200 response, pre-filling the form with the IDs of the users and groups who
can currently access the item.
UpdateVisibilityAction This also checks for the user’s permission to update the item’s visibility and, if
allowed, sets it from the form data and runs an action taking another request and returning a response. In our
example this simply redirects to the item’s detail page.
Most of the generic controller have similar New/Create, Edit/Update pairs which map to a doThing/doThingPost
actions. Some are more complicated in that they return a request which contains either a form of some type (if
the form was invalid) or a new or updated item. For example, the CreateItemAction action builder users a
CreateRequest[A], which is a wrapped request which, simplified slightly, looks like:
case class CreateRequest[A](
formOrItem: Either[Form[F],MT],
user: UserProfile,
request: Request[A]
) extends WrappedRequest[A](request)

That is, the caller receives a request containing either a Form[F] (where F is the type of the item’s data) or an item
of type MT so they can either render the form again or do something with the newly-created item.

3.3.4 Example Cypher usage
Occasionally it’s useful to use Cypher to munge the graph. Here is an example of that. The situation was as follows:
• a group was added for annotation/link moderation (with id "moderators")
• this group would be given access to private notes if their creator marked them promotable
• however, there were existing promotable annotations already created that did not grant access to the moderators
group (rather, they weren’t accessible to anyone except admins)
So what we needed to do was:
• find the moderators group
• find all the promotable notes (with attribute isPromotable)
• check there’s not already an access relation from annotation to the moderators group (with the label access
from item to user/group)
Then finally:
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• create the access relationship on these annotations
Here’s some Cypher to do the query part and check we’re getting what we expect (a few annotations):
MATCH (n:Annotation {isPromotable: true}), (mods: Group {__id:"moderators"})
WHERE NOT (n)-[:access]->(mods)
RETURN n, n.body

Once happy that we’re getting all the annotations that need fixing we can modify our query to create the relationship:
MATCH (n:Annotation {isPromotable: true}), (mods: Group {__id:"moderators"})
WHERE NOT (n)-[:access]->(mods)
CREATE (n)-[:access]->(mods)
RETURN n, n.body

To briefly run through this:
MATCH (n:Annotation {isPromotable: true}), (mods: Group {__id:"moderators"})``

Locates annotations which are promotable, and the moderators group, the latter using its global __id property
WHERE NOT (n)-[:access]->(mods)

Restricts the found nodes to those which don’t already have an access relationship between the note and the moderators group
CREATE n-[:access]->mods

Create the access relationship, not caring about the result
RETURN

n, n.body

Return something pretty arbitrary (the node and its body). Had we bound the new relationship to a name in the previous
step we could have returned that instead
Example 2: Locating "orphan" documentary units
It’s a quirk of the database that documentary unit items can be "orphaned" of someone deletes their repository or
parent item, since this does not trigger a delete cascade (for safety purposes). These orphans can be located by finding
documentary unit items with neither a heldBy or a childOf relationship, like so:
MATCH (d:DocumentaryUnit)
WHERE NOT (d)-[:heldBy]-() AND NOT (d)-[:childOf]->()
RETURN d.__id

3.3.5 Deployment
Like the backend, this project uses a Fabric script for automating deployment actions. Once fabric is installed you can
view the various deployment-related tasks with:
fab -l

The script assumes that you have ssh aliases for the following servers:
• prod = ehriprod
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• stage = ehristage
• test = ehritest
Once the project has been built (using play clean stage) it can be deployed with:
fab prod deploy

Alternatively you can just do fab prod clean_deploy to clean/build and deploy in one go. Currently the
available commands are:
One the server the app is run from within /opt/webapps/docview. Within that dir there is a symlink called
target which points to the current version with the deploys directory. A version is named with the current Git
hash appended with the date. The contents of each deploy directory is the target directory that sbt creates.
Setting the portal to read-only mode
There is a configuration value ehri.readonly.file which points to a file path. The portal checks on each request
that this path a) exists, and b) is a plain file. If both those conditions are true the portal will prevent people logging
in, which also prevents modifications to the database. In the prod config, this file is /opt/webapps/docview/
READONLY.
READONLY mode can be toggled on and off from the Fabric like so:
fab prod readonly

This simply touches or deletes /opt/webapps/docview/READONLY, depending on whether it exists.
Setting the portal to maintenance mode
Maintenance mode simply serves 503 service unavailable to everyone, but in a prettier manner than shutting down the
server. It can be enabled by touching /opt/webapps/docview/MAINTENANCE on the server or using the Fabric
command:
fab prod maintenance

Serving a message on all pages
For messages like "The site will be down for maintenance in 1 hour" create a file called /opt/webapps/docview/
MESSAGE containing the message text, or use the Fabric command:
fab prod message:"This is some message text"

Run the command without a message to disable.
Serving 503 to everyone except specific IP addresses
If you want to conduct maintenance on the site without other people interfering, an IP whitelist can be enabled by
creating a file /opt/webapps/docview/IP_WHITELIST containing the allowed IPs one per line. For single
IPs the Fabric command can be used:
fab prod whitelist:123.123.123.123

Note: this system is pretty stupid and doesn’t handle IP ranges or anything.
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3.3.6 Disaster Recover and General Troubleshooting
If something is going wrong with the database the first step should be to put it into read-only mode. This is done by
placing an empty file called READONLY at the project root (/opt/webapps/docview). This will prevent people
from logging in, which should likewise prevent any changes being made to the database.
Read-only mode can be toggled using the Fabric command:
fab prod readonly

Running the same command when read-only mode is enabled will disable it.
A backup should then be made of the production database prior to any troubleshooting. This can be done using the
backend management tasks, in particular online_clone_db:<local-filename>.
The state of the Neo4j database can then be investigated either using the local clone, or via an SSH port forward to the
running instance on production, e.g.:
ssh ehriprod -L7474:localhost:7575

(This makes the Neo4j webadm console available locally at port 7575.)

3.3.7 External HTML Pages
An external HTML page is one where the content is managed in Google Docs rather than the portal directly. You can
think of this like a very crude CMS and it is used by the FAQs page and other help pages. To set up external pages you
need to add a route to the portal of the form:
GET

/mypage

@controllers.portal.Portal.externalPage("mypage")

where mypage has a corresponding config value of the form:
pages {
external {
google {
mypage {
default: "http://url.to.my.page/"
en: "http://url.to.my.page/en/"
fr: "http://url.to.my.page/fr/"
}
}
}
}

Here, the default key is the canonical URL, with keys corresponding to language codes providing language-specific
alternatives. If a language is used which is not define the default page will be used.
In addition to the URL config, it is also necessary to define I18N messages for the page name and description, e.g.:
pages.external.mypage.title=My Page Name
pages.external.mypage.description=Useful info

3.3.8 Miscellaneous Gotchas
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JSON deserialisation errors when accessing search pages
The number one cause of this is the search engine being out-of-sync with the database, with items being retrieved
from search that don’t exist or have a different type than those in the graph. If you see validate.error.
incorrectType anywhere this is most likely the reason. Try reindexing the type that is being searched.
Links to avatar images are broken
Check you’re not using a ModHeader-type browser extension to set the "Authorization" header. Avatar images are
stored on AWS which requires an "Authorization" header when requesting files. The EHRI backend also requires an
"Authorization" header and the two can conflict if a browser extension is being used to debug either one.

3.3.9 Setting up the development environment
Warning: This page is outdated. For the latest instructions on setting up the EHRI frontend development environment, please see the README.md file in the EHRI/ehri-frontend GitHub repository.
Prerequisites
For development, you need a version of the EHRI Neo4j REST server installed both as libraries and running standalone. This can be done by following the instructions here.
Install and set up Solr
Download Solr and extract it to the location of your choice (using ~/apps for this example):
export SOLR_VERSION=6.4.0
curl -0 http://mirrors.ukfast.co.uk/sites/ftp.apache.org/lucene/solr/$SOLR_VERSION/
˓→solr-$SOLR_VERSION.tgz | tar -zx -C ~/apps
export SOLR_HOME=~/apps/solr-$SOLR_VERSION

For now, re-use the example Solr core (named "collection1", inside the example/solr direction). As a shortcut, you can
just grab the schema.xml and solrconfig.xml from the ehri-search-tools repository on Github:
curl https://rawgithub.com/EHRI/ehri-search-tools/solr-config/master/core/conf/schema.
˓→xml > $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/collection1/conf/schema.xml
curl https://rawgithub.com/EHRI/ehri-search-tools/solr-config/master/core/conf/
˓→solrconfig.xml > $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/collection1/conf/solrconfig.xml

If you have an issue with dependencies :
mkdir $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/lib
ln -s $SOLR_HOME/contrib/analysis-extras/lib/*.jar $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/lib/
ln -s $SOLR_HOME/contrib/analysis-extras/lucene-libs/*.jar $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/
˓→lib/
ln -s $SOLR_HOME/contrib/langid/lib/*.jar $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/lib/
ln -s $SOLR_HOME/dist/*.jar $SOLR_HOME/example/solr/lib/

You should now able able to start the Solr server in another shell:
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cd $SOLR_HOME/example
java -jar start.jar

If that starts without spewing out any dodgy-looking stack traces all should be well. You can verify this by going to
http://localhost:8983/solr which should display the Solr admin page.
Installing Play 2.6.x:
First of all install SBT on your system.
Setting up the development code:
Next, download the source from Github:
cd ~/dev
git clone https://github.com/EHRI/ehri-frontend.git

Start the dependency download process (which usually takes a while):
cd ehri-frontend
play clean compile

PostgreSQL - DB instructions
Install via your favourite method. Note that on some OS X versions, Postgres can be a bit fiddly because the one
installed by brew conflicts with the bundled default:
sudo apt-get install postgresql-9.5

Now we need to create an empty user and database for our application. The user and database will have the same name
(docview). Start the Postgres shell (run as the postgres user):
sudo su postgres -c psql

Now, in the psql shell, type the following commands (replacing the password with your password):
CREATE USER docview WITH PASSWORD '<PASSWORD>';
CREATE DATABASE docview;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON DATABASE docview TO docview;

There are some settings on the conf/application.conf file you can adjust if you change any of the defaults.

Back to Solr
One setting you definitely should change is the value of the solr.path key, which needs to be changed to whatever
the path to the Solr core is. Since the one we set up above used the default "collection1" name, adjust the setting to
match this:
solr.path = "http://localhost:8983/solr/collection1"
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Start Neo4j server, if you haven’t already:
$NEO4J_HOME/bin/neo4j start

Also start Solr, if you didn’t already:
cd $SOLR_HOME/example
java -jar start.jar

We can now see if the app actually works:
sbt run

Now, after letting it compile, visit http://localhost:9000 in your browser. The app should show a screen saying it needs
to apply a migration to the database. Click the "Apply This Script Now" button.
TODO: Fix this section which is now outdated.
Next, we have a little problem because we need to create the login details of our administrative user in the authorisation
database. Unfortunately there is no way at present to do this without mucking with the database directly.
Basically, we need to create a database entry that links the default username you created in Neo4j to an email address
(the email address is a key that identifies a user.)
So open up the PostgreSQL console again:
sudo su postgres -c "psql docview"

First, in the DB shell, double check there is no existing user and/or email:
SELECT * FROM users;
psql> select * from users;
id | email | verified | staff | active | allow_messaging | created | last_login |
˓→password | is_legacy
----+-------+----------+-------+--------+-----------------+---------+------------+---˓→------+----------(0 rows)

Now add one corresponding to your user + email:
psql> INSERT INTO users (id, email, verified, staff, active)
VALUES ('example', 'example@example.com', TRUE, TRUE, TRUE);
INSERT 1 0

Now log in via OpenID for the email you just created. The application will notice that there is already a corresponding email in the database and, if the OpenID auth succeeds, add an OpenID associate to the account.
Once logged in to the app you should have full admin privileges. You can try using an OpenID email account that has
not been pre set up and the application will create you a default account with no privileges.
The first thing to do when logging in is to build the search index. This can be done by going to the index update page
and checking all the boxes. With luck, or rather, assuming Solr is configured property, the search index should get
populated from the Neo4j database.

3.3.10 Miscellaneous docs / pre-emptive justification
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Search Dispatchers, Resolvers and Indexers
Search Dispatchers
Search dispatchers abstract the interface of a particular search engine and provide an asynchronous interface to submit
some query and retrieve the results. At present the interface is unstable and highly subject to change.
Search Dispatcher Logging
It can be useful to see exactly what Solr search is being dispatched. This can be enabled by setting the eu.ehri.
project.search.solr logger to DEBUG by adding the following like to conf/logback-play-dev.xml:
<configuration>
<!-- Lots of stuff... -->
<logger name="eu.ehri.project.search.solr" level="DEBUG" />
<!-- Lots more stuff... -->
</configuration>

Search Resolvers
When we get some search results from the dispatcher the first thing we often want to do is look them up in the database
for a fully-formed instance of the items returned. The Resolver type handles this task. It is a separate ’thing’ for
several reasons:
• there are several ways to do bulk lookups depending on the characteristics of the backend
• we might want to use a different bulk lookup strategy in testing
The simplest way to look up a set of, say, 20 search results in the DB would be to iterate over them and issue a separate
call for each one depending on its type and id. This, however, would be incredibly slow. A better approach would be
to look them all up in one go in a manner analogous to an SQL WHERE id IN ('foo', 'bar') clause. The
EHRI REST backend provides a way to do this with both synthetic string identifiers (the ones EHRI derives ourselves)
and the internal (long) graph identifier.
Doing bulk lookups with the synthetic string identifiers is simple but has the disadvantage with our current REST
backend that because there is a single global index bulk lookups get slower as the graph is populated with more
material.
Bulk lookups using native graph identifiers are much faster since these - in Neo4j at least - are essentially pointers
to a position on disk. Bulk lookups therefore stay more or less 0(1) regardless of how much stuff the graph contains
(assuming it can all fit into memory.) However, this is an implementation detail, and, moreover, since native graph IDs
are not stable, it cannot reliably be used during testing.
At runtime, the application therefore uses a Resolver implementation that uses native graph IDs mapped from the
gid field from the search result. While testing we use an implementation that uses synthetic string IDs.
Search Indexers
Search indexers provide an asynchronous interface to instruct the search engine that some data has changed in the
database and that it should re-index the relevant items.
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3.3.11 Models
Frontend models have some peculiarities compared to some other popular web frameworks, so much so that they
probably shouldn’t be called "models" in the first place:
1. they are composed of two separate parts: internal data and metadata
2. they do no direct data access, instead serving more as simple data structures with some additional convenience
methods
The reason for 1) is to make explicit the separation between data that is "owned" by the model item itself, and that
which is relational and must be updated elsewhere. This has a practical component, in that whilst the model’s internal
data and metadata must be read from the backend service, only the internal data has to be written to it, which greatly
simplifies serialization. Additionally, internal data often has to be deserialized from other sources, namely from web
forms (and in some cases, client side JSON), and writing form deserializers is much simpler when all the item metadata
can be ignored.
The way this internal/metadata duality manifests itself is best described from example: the model for the documentary
unit type is called DocumentaryUnit, which is a MetaModel. MetaModels have an model field containing
their internal data, which for the documentary unit is DocumentaryUnitF (a Model, the F suffix standing for
"form" (which is unsatisfactory and subject to change!). Alongside the model field, DocumentaryUnit also has
various metadata fields, such as it’s holder (a repository) and its parent (another documentary unit, if it exists),
which are not directly updatable when a particular documentary unit is modified.
The principal reason for 2) is that data access is assumed to be asynchronous (and slow) and taken care of by a separate
service layer. This has the side effect of enforcing what is typically deemed a best-practice by separating logic (e.g.
data access) and presentation.

3.3.12 Permissions
Overview
The EHRI admin interface has a flexible permission system that is designed to allow several types of privileges:
• global (super-admin) privileges
• global priviliges restricted to a particular content-type
• scoped privileges that apply to items within the "permission scope" of other items (e.g. archival units held by
repositories)
• item-level privileges
Each of these privilege types can be assigned either directly to an individual user or to a group to which they belong.
Justification
Some of the different scenarios this system was intended to support are outlined in this document.
Permission Sets from the Client Perspective
Permission sets are bundles of data that describe a user’s permissions for either a content type or a specific entity. All
together, there are three different types of permission sets:
• Global Permission Sets
• Scoped Permission Sets
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• Item Permission Sets
When it loads a particular page the application (the client) has to gather the user’s permissions that are relevant in a
given context. For all intents and purposes the client only needs to know the user’s permissions for display purposes so
we don’t allow users to perform actions (like updating a particular item) for which they don’t have the right privileges.
The actual permissions will be enforced on the server side, but for a good user experience the client also needs to be
aware of them.
Both global and scoped permissions have the same structure. The only difference is that when gathering permissions
in the context of a given item, that item’s scope (typically it’s parent item, if any) comes into play. The data structure,
in JSON, looks like:
[
{
"bob": {
"documentaryUnit": [
"create",
"update",
"delete"
],
"repository": [
"update"
]
}
}, {
"bobs-group": {
"country": [
"create"
]
}
}
]

The entire permission set above pertains to the user "bob", who belongs to a group "bobs-group". Bob has create,
update, and delete permissions for the content type "documentaryUnit" and update permissions for the "repository"
content type. In addition, Bob inherits the create permission for the content type "country" from a group he belongs
to.
If fetched in the context of a particular scope the data will have the same structure, but Bob may have additional
permissions if, for example, the item is a repository and Bob has permissions to create additional documentaryUnit
items within just that repository.
One thing to note about this structure is that item’s within the top level list (user -> contentType/Permission map) is
semantically a pair rather than a map since it should only have one key/value (and others should be ignored.) A map
was used to make parsing simpler in JSON.
Item permissions, by contrast, have a simpler structure:
[
{
"bob": [
"create",
"update",
"delete"
]
}, {
"bobs-group": [
"annotate"
]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}
]

Because we presumably know the content type of the item we’re fetching permissions for, the data we get back only
needs to tell us:
• what permissions we have
• who they’re assigned to (a user themselves, or inherited from a given group.)
Permissions in a request context
Typically, for each request the current user’s global permissions are fetched from the server. For pages that pertain to
a particular item, such as detail pages, we instead fetch the scoped global permissions and any item-level permissions
that may apply (note: these requests are cached with a short expiry time in order to reduce the number of server
round-trips needed.) Once the global, scoped, or item-level permission JSON is retrieved it is parsed into either a
GlobalPermissionSet or ItemPermissionSet instance, which provide methods to verify if a user has a
given permission (for instance, create on content type documentaryUnit) and to retrieve individual Permission
instances, which allow determining if the given permission was granted directly to the user or inherited from a group
to which they belong.

3.3.13 Scala Notes
Coding Guidelines
Since Scala is quite syntactically flexible this app uses a couple of rules designed to a) cut down the number of trivial
decisions necessary when writing every-day code, and b) not scaring Java developers too much.
Avoid infix notation for method calls
The ability to call methods on objects using infix notation, is nice and can reduce the amount of visual noise. However,
it can also be a bit unfamiliar (and hence scary) to those more familiar with Java-like "dot-method" syntax, therefore
instead of doing this:
myList filter someFunc map anotherFunc toList

prefer
myList.filter(someFunc).map(anotherFunc).toList

Magic
Scala is a language that provides some very powerful abstraction facilities that can greatly reduce boilerplate, thus
helping the actually important stuff stand out. Many of these facilities derive from the various forms of implicit
constructs which, despite sharing a name, often have quite different uses. The downside with "implicit" stuff is that it
can often appear magical to those not familiar with exactly what’s happening (i.e. anyone not already well-versed in
Scala.) In this app we try and steer clear of excessive magic, however implicits are used in several different ways:
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Implicit classes and extension methods
Scala allows you to "extend" existing classes using implicit wrapper classes. We try and avoid this pattern because it
can be confusing when you see a method being called on an object that doesn’t appear to be defined in that object’s
class. Exceptions to this general rule, however, exist in the following places:
• The RequestHeader class is extended with a preferences method that extracts a preferences object of
type T from the current session. The extension method is defined in SessionPreferences.scala and will
be added to RequestHeader in any class that extends the SessionPreferences trait with preferences
type T.
• The Result class is extended with a withPreferences(prefs: T) method that allows serializing a preferences object of type T to the current session. The extension method is defined
in SessionPreferences.scala and will be added to Result in any class that extends the
SessionPreferences trait with preferences type T.
• The JsPath class is extended (in JsPathExtensions with various methods for extracting data from JSON
with specific semantics, e.g. producing and empty list if the entire path for the expected list is missing.
An example of this mechanism is available in the SessionPreferencesSpec.scala test class.
Implicit method parameters
An implicit parameter is one that the Scala compiler automatically adds to method calls if it can find an object of the
appropriate type in the current scope (though the rules of where it searches for implicit parameters is a bit complex.)
We use implicit parameter lists in several places, most notably in templates. Nearly every time we render a template
in the app there are several bits of context it needs:
• the current request
• the current (optional?) user
• the current language
• the current flash (data that displays on the next page render only)
• global application configuration
Since there are hundreds of calls to render templates functions in this app, specifying all these parameters manually
would be exceedingly tediuous. For this reason these parameters are almost always in the implicit part of the template
argument list so the compiler will fill them in for us. In a typical controller action which renders a template the various
context objects come from the following places:
• request: In a Play Action the incoming request is always marked as implicit
• optional user: This is available if we use the optionalUserProfile wrapper for Action (which is almost
always the case)
• language: This is implicitly available if there is an implicit request in scope, via a method defined on the Play
Controller class
• flash: ditto
• global app config: This is injected into all controller classes via the app Global object
Additional use of implicit methods
Implicits are also used in the following places:
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• An ApiUser is required for all backend data calls. The ApiUser is a type which may either be
an AnonymousUser or an AuthenticatedUser(id: String). Since the ID for the ApiUser
instance corresponds to the current user’s UserProfile id, there is an implicit conversion between
Option[UserProfile] and ApiUser.
• All templates expect an Option[UserProfile], even those where the user must be logged in (this makes
re-using templates much easier, since all the implicit parameters are the same.) Some controllers, however,
demand that the user be authenticated (i.e. not optional) so there is an implicit conversion from a request which
contains a non-optional user to an optional user (e.g. just turning user to Some(user).
• Backend calls which fetch parametrised data types there’s nearly always an implicit Readable[T] or
Writable[T] in scope which handles serializing and deserializing the type from the backend’s JSON data.

3.3.14 Staging Server
EHRI uses a staging server to test bulk data ingests meet requirements before running them on production. Staging is
also used to test various other things and is periodically refreshed from the production database.
Restoring a fresh staging instance from production
This is a multi-step process:
1. take a copy of the PostgreSQL database
2. take a copy of the Neo4j database
3. stand up each of them on the staging instance
4. rebuild the search index
TODO more docs on this awkward process, and the script to make it easier.

3.3.15 Notes on testing
Running most portal frontend tests (specifically, integration tests) requires there to be a backend running on port 7575.
The easiest way to do this is via Docker:
sudo docker run --publish 7575:7474 -it ehri/ehri-rest

Then it should be then possible to just run sbt test.
Running a single test
Tests are written using the Specs2 framework. A single test is called an example, e.g:
package mytests
class SomeSpec extends Specification {
"something" should {
"do something" in {
// some text code
...
}
}
}
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To run just the "do something" example here, it’s best to load the Play shell with sbt (assuming sbt is installed) and
run:
sbt> testOnly mytests.SomeSpec -- ex "do something"

System Administration

3.4 EHRI System Administration
These documents describe the current state of system administration for the EHRI sites as of February 2018.

3.4.1 Hosting
EHRI uses cloud VPS systems provided by Digital Ocean, primarily because DO provide servers based in the Netherlands, which was a requirement for EHRI data.
DO provide team administration for servers, so if your require access ask to be added to the EHRI team.

3.4.2 File Storage
EHRI currently uses AWS S3 for hosting certain data:
• some static assets for the EHRI portal, along with uploadable data such as user profile images
• Omeka media, via the S3 FileStorage Adapter plugin
• Database backups
We principally use the eu-central-1 region to keep data on European servers.
As of 2021 we also use Digital Ocean’s Spaces storage service, via its S3-compatible API, for storing file-based
metadata for ingest into the portal. These spaces are based in the AMS3 (Amsterdam) data centre.
Ask a member of the EHRI team for access to AWS or DO resources.
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• Metadata Publishing Tool (MPT) manual
• EAD Conversion Tool (ECT) manual
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